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2 ADIBASI ·1

festival to Bhairava is still held
every year at Borigumma. Wastern
Jeypore thus probably formed part
of the Kingdom of the Naga family
who rules in Bastar in the eleventh
and twenfth centuries.

"There is evidence that the wild
forest country of Malkangiri has
known a former- civilization. In
Kondakamberu there are two in
scriptions recording a gift to the god
Nilakanthesvara by the queen of
Pandu Singh in the year A. D. 1-376.
Koridakamberu is called Kambudiri.
Singarazu, the husband of Ambika,
is said to have been lord of
Kondakamati (possibly another
name for Kondakamberu) from ··
A. D. 1378 to A. D. 1381.

"Antiquities in the district are
few, but certain old temples that
are still standing in the neighbour
hood of Nandapur and images
which have been dug up near
Jeypore bear unmistakable signs of
Jain Origin. But there is no record
either inscription or traditional to
tell us who were the Jain inhabi
tants of · this country and when
they flourished."

Physical . aspects of the Region 
The Malkangiri subdivision is but

a vast jungle with the eastern Ghats,
which has an elevation of 3,000
feet as its eastern boundary. The
northern region has an elevation of
800 feet near the foot of the Ghat.
From north to south the elevation
gradually diminishes and the
southernmost point has an eleva
tion of 400 feet where the rivers
Sileru and Saberi join and flow
together with a name 'China
G◊<l~bari' towards the junction at

Konnavaram where they meet river 
Godavari. The Sileru and Saberi " 
rivers serve as the eastern and 
western fringe of the territory of the 
Malkangiri subdivision. The rest 
of the subdivision is full of forested
plains with a number of rocky
wooded hills, some of them rising
to a considerable height. . The
subdivision is poor with regard to
its forest wealth. There is little
good timber and solo are found on
the Ghats and in the northern
region Teak is found.

The southern region is full of
trees like Bassia Latijolia, Kenda, 
Kusum, Blackberry, etc. However.
the rich growth of bamboos are
carried to the junction of Sileru and .
Saberi rivers at Motu and then
floated down in the China G odaoari 
and Godavari rivers to reach
Rajmahendri town on the banks of
Godavari. Unidentified grass. with
a height of 10' sometimes

I 
cover

many square miles of this subdivi
sion which provide good fodder for
the good number of cows and
bullocks possessed by the Koyas of
this region.

The subdivision was famous for
its wild games, rare and , precious
games like bisons and wild buffa 
loes are found in the eastern and 
western region. Leopards, tigers,
wild dogs, bears, wild beors and
wolves are found widespread.
Chital or spotted deer, Sambhur
and barking deer also abound. The
Koyas are good hunters and due to __
their practice of hunting throughout
the year which adds to their food
economy, the forests are becoming
thin of wild game which have been
scared away to other regions. 

.. .
rl 
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Peacocks, wild fowls and other
birds also are .common in these
forests.

The rainfall of this region is
about 58". Extreme heat is felt in
summer. Due to heavy rainfall the
plains become swampy and a
breeding place for mosquitoes
Recently, steps are being taken by
Government to eradicate malaria
but the success of programme is
still awaited.

•• 

Malkangiri was a Taluk since
1872 and recently in 1962 it has
been made a subdivision of the

• Koraput district. "Local tradition
carries back the early history of
the Taluk to the times of one
Orjon Mallick, who was set upon
by confederacy which included the
Jeypore Raja and was slain in a
fort near Korukonda. Jeypore
obtained the Taluk, and granted
it on service tenure to the Oriya

- Paik who had shot Orjun Mallik
in the fight whose family held it
hereditat-ily until recently. They
are called the Tat Rajas and
apparently did much for the
country, old tamarind groves.
deserted tanks and forgotten
forts testifying to their efforts.
About 1835, the last of the line
Paramananda, died; and his
widow's dewan, Erramma, Razu.
being overthrown by a faction,
produced the aid of some Rohillas
-from' Hyderabad, regained the
upper hand, and cut off the noses
of four of his chief opponents.
These men went and complained
to the Agent to the Governor, Mr.
Reade, and he sent up a part of

Sibbandis who captured Erramma
Raju. The traitor was sentenced
to transportation for life.

Soon afterwards Paramananda's
widow died, and her daughter
Bangara Devi succeeded. But all
authority vested in one Sanyasi
Patro, a very turbulant character,
who gave trouble by refusing to
pay any Kattubudi to Jeypore and.
by insisting on levying moturpha 
and sayer in spite of the Agent's
orders to the· contrary. He was
eventually imprisoned in 1865, and
about 1869 Bangara Devi obtained
a lease of the Taluk from Jeypore
for Rs. 3,500. Her exactions led
to much discontent and in 1872
she was deposed and granted a
village for maintenance, the Raja
appointing a new manager-

About this time Malkangiri was
made the headquarters of a Taluk
and a Magistrate was stationed
there. In 1879 and 1880 occurred
the "Ram pa-fituri" (rebellion)
which spread to this Taluk, Since
then there has been very . little
trouble in the Taluk, and a steady
increase of prosperity (Koraput
district Gazetteer)".

Communication 

Though there has been some
recent improvements, communica
tion is still poor. A Kutcha road

-connected the Taluk with J eypore
town previously. This road was
motorable for only one half of the
year, because of the river Pangam
which was not bridged. At present
this has become an all-weather
road for approaching the M~Jkan
giri subdivision headquarters.r'Thls
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.road extends up to the southern
.most point of the Malkangiri sub
division at Motu where the rivers
Sileru and Sa'beri from a conflu-
ence · which is thereafter called
"China Godavari" and ultimately
joins the Godavari at Konnavarm,
The road was frequently cut by
small rivulets which have strong
currents during the rainy season.
Mention may be made of. river
Poteru which cuts this .road at a
distance of about 1 7 miles from
Malkangiri. This river which ha"
been bridged recently kept the
southern. part of the Taluk comple
tely isolated from the Malkangiri
subdivisional headquarters for
about 6 months a year. The
distance covered by this main road
from Malkangiri to Motu is about
102 kilometres. The road was
jeepable but not without great
,ilfficulty, during the period from
December to mid June. Another

· Kuteha road diverted from the
Malkangiri-Motu road at the
fifteenth kilometre towards Padia
where it touched the western
fringe of the Malkangiri subdivi
sion and thee · taking , turn to the
South on the western boundary •
formed a semi-circle joinling the
main road at village Pusguda lying
at a distance of about 72 kilometres
from Malkangiri. A 'Kuteha road
also diverged towards the west
from Kalimela which is at a dist-

. ance of 40 .kilometres from Mal
kangiri on this main road amt
joined the other road near Padia.
via Venkatapalam. There is
another road of the same type
which branches out from Govinda
palli at a distance of 50 kilometres
north from the subdivisional head
quarters and going .towards east
reaches Malkangirl forming 4 

circle, via Balimela. The road was
a Kutcha one previously and _was
motorable only during the period
from December to June. At
present all the roads mentioned
above .have been improved·as "3

result of implementation of Danda
karanya and Balimela Hydro 
electricity Projects.

During recent years new roads
have also been constructed as part
of the Dandakaranya and Balimela
Projects. Steps are being taken by
the Project Authorities also to
construct bridges and culverts on
the main road from Malkangiri to
Motu and make it an all-weather
road approachable during all 
seasons.

The Koyas and their Neighbours 

The Koyas constitute the princi
pal tribe of Malkangiri and widely
distributed throughout this area.
But it can be discerned that the
Koyas gradually thin down as we 
go towards the east and north':
eastern region. Their concentra
tion is limited to the entire southern
portion and some portions in the 
north up to Mattili lying at a dis 
tance of 20 miles north of Malkan 
giri. where they come in contaet 
with the Ronas and Bhumlyas, 
The total population of Koyas, 
according to the 1961 Census ii 
55.284. There has been considera
ble migration of Koyas from.
Bashir area of Madhya Pradesh

The northern region is inhabited
by Runas and Bhumiyas who have 
become Hinduised and speak a very -
crude type of Oriya which is 
locally known a!! desia Oriya and
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is, not without difficulty, under
stood by ~he Oriyas. Other
neighbours of the Koyas here are
Matias .who also call themselves
Hindus. The Matias practise culti
vation. The Bhumiyas and Ranas
are professorial wood cutters in the

:"' ·· .--.cM_nttili and Govindapalli area which
~ is full of teak and other valuable
I trees. The Bondas inhabit thefa Eastern Ghat in the north-eastern

'.i region of the Taluk and practically,
have no connection with the Koyas.
Their only meeting place is the
weekly market at Mattili where a
few plain Bondas corne for market
ing. It is only the Koyas inhabit

-ing the northern region who come
in close contact with the Bondas.
The rest are as ignorant about the
Bondas as any layman might be.

-,!,, 

_,a.

In the south, the Koyas are the
only tribal community. Since

.long, there has been migration of
various other communities to this

.area and they share this region with
the Koyas. The immigrants are
limited in number and live scatter
ed. They are Muslims, Telgus, _
Doms; who call themselves and also
are , known locally as Valmikis and
.Boiparis. The Boiparis are a group
of fair eomplexioned, Hindhspeak
ing people who have migrated to
this region from the adjoining area
of Madhya Pradesh and claim to
be a professional group of traders.
They live, wherever they are
found, with the Koyas in the same
village. The men folk provide
dancing dresses for the Koya 'wade'

, or .magicians and other require
ments,_ and receive goats, paddy
and 'pulses in exchange. Their
women folk are seen to sell
different types of sweet cakes to
1he .Koyas .in exchange , of paddy,

rice and pulses etc. But these
Boiparis are limited to a region
within 10 miles south of Malkangiri,
beyond Which, they are not .f'ound.

-The Doms, Muslims and Telgus 
carry on with various types of 
occupation but chiefly earn their
livelihood by exploiting the Koyas
by various means. They are found
scattered all over the taluk but are
very .negligible in numbers.

The Name Koya 

The members of the Koya tribe
inhabiting the entire Taluk call
themselves 'Koyas' or 'Koitor'
meaning people. It is interesting
to note that the members of the
same tribe inhabiting the adjacent
regions of Madhya Pradesh and
Esat Godavari district -call them
selves as 'Madias' and 'Dorlas' res
pectively. This is evident from the

- discussions made by Shri Wilfrid
Grigson in his book 'The Maria
Gonds of Bastar'. In this mono
graph he has tried to show the· dis -
tinction between the Hill Marias
and the Bisonhorn Marias. The
latter are similar to the so called
Koyas of Malkangiri.

"The Gond says Grigson where
ever he speaks his own language,
from Central India to the East-em
Ghats and Hyderabad, calls himself
'Koi' or 'Koitor', yet only in the
Madras and Hyderabad, reports js
he called . by a name • approaching
this in sound, Koya, and in the
literature of the Central Provinces 
there has, therefore, been a 
tendency to restict this name ,t0
Teluguised members of the "raee"
He .also stat-es .thatlprimitivs ,t~e;
are .more .usually iknown ..by,th:~

.1 

: I 
I 
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local Hindu name for them, "So
over much of India the prevailing

· Hindu name Gond, and not Koi, is
used". The Koyas of Malkangiri
also call themselves Koitor. It is
obvious, therefore, that the Koyas
are a J· vanch of the Gondi-speaking
people. The name Koya, presum
baly, therefore, is ~ name given to
them by the local people since
time immemorial. References -from
the Godavari District Gazetteer".
Thurston's "Tribes and Castes of
Southern. India", Indian Antiquary,
Vol. V, also mentioned that there
are Koyas in the .East Godavari
district and Hyderabad now includ
ed in Andhra Pradesh. Grigson's
"Maria Gonds of Bastar" also men
tions of a small number of Koyas
in the Bastar State of Madhya
Pradesh which is adjacent to
Malkangiri Taluk. But Grigson
tries to prove that the Koyas are
noting but the so called Bison-horn,
Marias, a name coined by him to
distinguish between the Hill Marias
and the Bison-horn Maria on the
basis of certain differences in
their caltural traits. He also
merges the 9,9§8 persons returned
at the census o~ 1931 as
Koyas with the Bison-horn Marias.
He does it on the basis of his
study of Bison-horn-Maria culture
whch is almost same as that of the
Koyas . But he further tries to
show a real distinction between
the Bison-horn-Marias and the
plains Koyas living on the banks
of the Godavari. The latter
according to him have become an
endogamous group and name
themselves as 'Dorla'. "Inter
marriage still takes place between
the Marias of Sukma and the
'Koyss' of Malkangiri". During
the period of my investigation T 

did not find any Dorlas in the 
Malkagiri Taluk. Thus, it appears
that the Koyas of Malkangiri aru · 
more connected with the Bison
horn-Marias as suggested also by
Wilfrid Grigson. But there are
certain points which have yet to be
clarified. I was told by my Koya
informants of village Sikapalli that
the Koyas are known as Madias
in the Sukuma and Bastar region of
Madhya Pradesh. The name
Bison-horn-Maria has been used
by Grigson to distinguish the Hill
Marias who are more primitive
than the Bison-horn-Maria and
also in the description of traits in 
both the cultures in the 'Maria
Gonds of Bastar'. We also flnd 
considerable difference, between •
Koya and Madia though similarities
are also not wanting. If it is to be
believed that the local Hindu name
for primitive tribes are. more use
ful then, how is it that in one
region the same people should be
called by two different names such
as Marias and Koyas' ,. We do not
find the answer to this question in •
Grigson's monograph. It may also
be mentioned that anywhere in
Malkangiri Subdivision the Koyas ·
are neither known nor call them
selves as 'Madias' or 'Marias'.

The Koya of Malkangiri Subdivi
sion, though culturally a homo
genous group, can be divided into 
two groups according to the proxi
mity of the local population of the
subdivision with which they come
in contact and by whom they have
been found profoundly influenced "'
in many respects. The Koyas
living north of the subdivisional
headquarters up to Matteli and 
in south up to Manyemkonda are
more primitive than the southerners

'- 
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living within villages -Mallavaram
and Mottu, the southernmost point
of- the subdivision. The Southern
Koyas are greatly influenced by
Telegu people who come from
adjacent area of Andhra Pradesh
and most of the people living at
Mottu happen to be Telegu business
men. Certain points of differences
between the two groups are given 
below.

Dress and Ornaments 

The Northern Koyas usually wear
loin clothes except few headmen
and wealthy men who wear the
loin · in a manner which covers
their buttocks. The teleguised

, Koyas of Soutli use bigger cloths
and sometimes use 'dhoti' cover
ing the portion form waist to knee
in the telegu manner. Shirts have
become common among both types

. and it is a common thing to see a
Koya going to a market or to a
festival putting on a shirt over the
loin cloth .

., 

The women of these two regions
are conspicuously different from
one another in their dress style.
The southern Koya women are
hardly distinguishable from the
telegu women. They wear saris,
handloom and mill made, in the
Telegu manner. Blouse and
brassiers are becoming common
among young Koya maidens of the
South which they purchase from
the local markets at Mallavaram

.., and Khunta in Madhya Pradesh,
which is adjacent to Mottu. The
picture is completely different in
the northern region. The Koya
women, here use v_ery little cloth.
They wear a loin cloth covering the' 

portion from waist to knee and
knotted just below the navel.
Generally they do not use a cloth
to cover their breasts except when
going to a market or a festival.
One piece of cloth is loosely wr(lpp
ed covering one hip and the oppo
site shoulder over which their neck
laces rest. This practice is
becoming common but women
goin~ without covering their breasts
also are seen. mostly while they 
are at work.

Most of the Koyas now wear a
turban on their head while going
for a dance, a distant market or to
visit kinsmen. One end of the
turban is made to hang in front and
is brought behind the neck and
over a shoulder. This is only
among the male Koyas.

So far ornaments are concerned
the difference among the Koyas ot 
the two region is also quite marked.
The necklaces are called 'Nedek' or 
'Nede' and are used in large 
varieties of size, material and
colour by the northern Koya 
women. Necklaces of beads of 
various sizes and colours are very
much liked and are purchased from
the local markets. Armlets of 
various size and weight made of 
brass and aluminium are used, so
much so, that the breasts get
completely covered up by them.
Armlets and bracelets are also worn
in huge quantity. The ears are
completely covered up with ear
lings of various shape and size.
This is fully absent among the
southern Koya women. They wear
very little ornaments. Heavy orna
ment of neck and hand are not used
and glass . bangles have become
very much common among them.



Banguage, 

'fhe language spoken by the
Koyas btlong to the Gondi dialect
of the Dravidian group. This
dialect also dJiffers- among the two
groups of the north and the south:
To certain extent the difference may

.be adduced to the fact that the
vocabulary of the c Koyas is very
limited ; thus they depend. on the
maijpr 'Iingua-f'ranca of the r~gion
in which they live: There has been
incorporation of Telegu and Hindi
and Oriya words in the language
of the suthern and northern Koyas,
respectively. This was gathered
from the Koya students of Gompa
konda Ashram School where the
southern and northern. Koya boys
live together and find the differen~e
in their respective dialects.

Fnom above descriptions it is
evident that the Kovas of the two
regions of the subdivision are more
qr, less similar linguistically, the ·
slight _ differences being due to
contact, with Oriya or Telegu spea
kers. The suotherners have been
much influenced in dress, ornaments
and- hair style by the Telegus
while the northerners have retained
their pnimitiveness to a, great extent.

~oY,a,Settlemen.ts 

Koya settlements lie in the
midst of forests in patches of clea
rings. Except a few villages that
He by the side of the roads that pass
through their country, most villages
are approched by narrow footpaths
in the forests. There ii no specific
boundary to demarcate the villages
but the garden enclosures are the
flrst sign of the villages that a visi
tor sees from a distance. Some
times the duster of "Urskalk" or

the metihirs erected in memory of 
dead · ancestors also indicate the 
approach of a village. Several
footpaths lead on to the · village 
from all sides.

The Koya villages are more or
less permanent in nature but there
is a tendency .to shift the village
from place to· place. The Koyas
have great fear of supernatural
powers. The outbreak of epidemics
for men as well as cattle or attacks
by wild animals on lives or 'any
natural calamity by which the
people may suffer loss are sufficient
reasons for the. Koya to abandon a
village site without hesitation and
shift it to another- place which _
might be situated very near or at a
little distance - from the deserted
one. The village Sikapalli was
first established at a place where
the village market is held at present.
But it was shifted to the present site
when the pertna or the priest of the
village found the former site omi
nous due to the outbreak of disea
ses. like smallpox ( amatali). Eco- c 

nornic faetors also' play a part in
the shifting of villages. Formerly
the· Koyas were depending mostly
on shifting cultivation by burning a
patch of jungle (Lankapodsenad)
and sowing pulses, beans and millet.
After harvest another patch would
be taken up for such cultivation.
A detailed description of the
practice will be given later. When
the neighbouring forests become
thin by constant clearing the village
is aboundaned and a site near a "
virgin forest is selected for settle
ment. But the practice of shifting
a whole village solely for this 
purpose is now being given · up
because of Government measures 
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• to stop the practice of shifting culti
vat_ion to save the forests. Villages
have now become settlements of
permanent nature. A single family
or a group .of families sometimes
shift to some other villages or a site
for reasons already stated above.
This practice is still in vogue and

· in many villages the author has
found people migrating from and
to the other villages.

The village sites with their
sorrounding land and forest are
said to belong to the founder's clan
A village is mainly inhabited by 
one major clan. Examples may
be given of village Sikapalli with a
majority of people having the sur
name Madkami. There are other

• villages also which' have the majo
rity of their population blonging to
a particular clan. But people of
other clans, from whom wives are
taken, are also found residing with
the founder clans.

.In certain areas there are · ·small
hamlets of a village which are
locally known as 'Gudas'. These

• hamlets are virtually small villages
with their headmen and the usual
village

0

institutions. Though they
are supposed to be subordinate to
their parent villages, nowadays,
they assert their separateness in
almost all matters. The village
Sikapalli has ' such a Guda or
hamlet named Urmaguda but
on investigation, it was found that
Urmagoda had 'its own separate
identity in most matters except
certain religious festivals which

• were observed jointly with the
villagers of Sikapalli.

When the practice of shifting D 

village to another place was in
vogue, it was the peda or the head
man with the help of Perma or the

priest who took the responsibility
of sleeting a site in the month of
Diwad, corresponding· to October
November. Some trees are felled
and a patch is cleared. · The priest
takes a handful of grain in a le1tf
cup (Dopa) in the evening and pours
it over the cleared patch of land
and chants some prayer to the
earth god (Bhum). The grain· is 
covered by the lead cup and in the 
morning they come to see if ants 
have disturbed the rice. If the rice
is found undisturbed the site is 
through to be a good one and then
houses are raised. If the rice is 
disturbed the site is abandoned and 
a new site is searched.

On entering a Koya village what
comes to notice first, is the irregular
distribution of houses throughout
the village, T h e y are sn 
unsystematically scattered all over
that no regular street or a row of
houses is found. There are open
spaces in between them which are
used to pen their cattle. _ This is
also same with the Koyas of 
southern region although they
have been considerably influenced
by the Telegus in constructing
their houses.

The number of houses in a Koya
village varies from ten to thirty or
more. The author has not seen, in
the course of his visit, the number 
of houses in any village exceeding
one hundred. But villages with 
such large number of houses are
rare. In Sikapalli, the number does
not exceed sixty. As a consequence
of the Government policy of restric
ting shifting cultivation and the 
formation of new villages, the exis 
ting villages are getting .more
densely populated than before,

. ' 
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Each family has two or three
houses round the main houses
which is constructed by the head
of the family when he first settles,
in that villa15e. When the sons get
married, they construct new
houses to live with their wives near
the parents house.

The Koya settlements have a
central place which is called

L
'End Bayul' or the dancing ground
This a wide open space sometimes
situated in front of the house of the
priest or the headman. But this is
not strictly adhered to and the boys
and girls dance in place according
to their convenience. The village.
burial ground is always situated at
a distance from the village to keep
the ghosts and spirits of the dead
away from the village.

'The Houses 
The size of the house varies

according to the capacity and need
of the individual constructing the
house. The size of the house often
indicate the economic status of the
individual, The wealthier man
needs a bigger house for storing his
grains and other household articles
whereas a poor man has but a
small house to accommodate
everything within it. Thus there
are houses, which have a length of
thirty to forty feet and a breadth
of 15 feet and 6 feet, respectively.
This also depends on the pattern
of labour of the Koya society. The
houses are constructed on basis of
co-operative labour. The indivi
dual constructing a house asks the
villagers to help him and after the
genera1l frame-work is completed by
the men, the. women and small girls
he-~ in plastering the house with
mud and cow-dung, After the 

completion of the house the owner
kills a pig and distributes pork
among the workers. Some part of
the meat is kept reserved for a
feast. . The workers sit together
and eat the feast given by the
owner. The owner can employ as
many or as few labourers as bl': 
capacity and needs permit.

In the construction of a house 
there is remarkable difference in 
the workmanship between · the 
Koyas of southern and northern
regions. The walls in the southern
region are mostly built of mud on
split bamboo and pole stockadings
of uniform size. Each house has a
Varendah to pass to enter the 
house. This Varendah is •
comparatively much higher in 
southern region and some
times a small Varendah is seen
encircling the entire house which
is completely absent in the houses
of northern Koyas. Inside the
houses a partition is made in order
to make two rooms. One of these
rooms is called 'Wija Lon' or the.
store-room for grains. The other
is the Kitchen or "Rana gad". In 
the store-room not only grains but
also dried fruits and Kendu and
Mahul flowers are stored to be used
during the scarcity period. Gene
rally, a loft is made of bamboos
and wood and on these the grains
art stored in baskets made of leaves

- of Siali creepers or bamboo contai
ners.

The Varendah (arra) is -0f much
importance to the Koyas and, in
fact, it is the most frequently used
place in the entire house. From
morning to evening all types of 
household works are done · here b:v

:,.: 
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both. men and women. Oecaslo-
~ nally there may be a fireplace where

cooking is sometimes done.
'Ukkad' or a basket which hangs
from a beam of the roof by ropes
is used for cradling babies on this
varendah. This is a place where
the guests are entertained. The
wall which stands as a partition
between the varendah and the in
side of the house is seen from the
outerside to be the hanging place
of all sorts of household articles
such as b<)WS and arrows, the dol 
or drum, the perma kok or the
dancing head dress, kassers or the
sickle-like knives, flutes, ahkum 
or musical horns, etc. These are
hung from pegs on the wall made

, by fixing deer or sumbhur horns or
bamboo pegs. The members of the
house also sleep on the varendah
during all seasons. There are
mortar holes in this varendah for
husking rice. The surface of the
varendah is raised a little higher
than. the surface of the floor inside
the house. Thus the varendah

• serves as a part and parcel of the
house and from outside appears as
an opeFi hall. The whole house is
surrounded by a neat .fencing made
of split bamboos.

There are no windows in the
houses, so complete darkness reigns
inside the house during day time
and without a lamp it is difficult
step inside. A small space is left
in the partition of the inside rooms
making a door way to pass from
one room to the other. The first

" room is used as kitchen. In one
corner of this room water and rice
beer pots are kept.

The roof of the houses are that
dred with piri, .. 11 type of jangle

grass which is found in abandance
in the nearby forests. These are
collected every year and made to
dry before being used for thatch
ing the houses.

Each house has a side shed for
pigs and goats. Sometimes these
sheds are situated within the fen
cing (vellum) of ~the house. Fen
cing 0!1 all sides of a house is a
regular feature in the Koya settle
ments. The wattle work is highly 
decorative.

Each house has a guda ~r kitchen
garden which is situated behind it. 
The kitchen garden is also fenced
all around and the Koyas grow
tsbacco , mustards and vegetables
like tamato, brinjal and beans.
Sometimes these kitchen gardens
are situated inside the village in
the wide open spaces that have been
acquired by the first settlers of the
village. Cattle dung is gathered
in a heap inside the garden by the
Koya women and girls. They are
spread all over the garden before
sowing any seeds.

The trees that are commonly
found in a Koya village are 'lkk or 
ldu (basis Iatifolia) salpa (Caryota
Urens), Kusum and Jamu which are
not felled while clearing a patch
either for settlement or for culti
vation. The two trees mentioned
first provide the Koya with substan
tial liquor without which, the Koyas
say. they cannot survive. The
flowers of Mahul tree are dried
and stored in large -quantities to be
used in times of food scarcity. To
the south the abandance of Mahul
tree diminishes and instead palm
trees abound. Here, the Koyas
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depend much on the palm trees
for liquor and pull on for days
together without food with a belly
full of palm liquor.

In some villages a house is erec
ted which is called 'Pikiti-kudma' 
or the house for the unmarried
young girls which serves the pur
pose of a dormitory. The girls
gather there during the right for
singing and gossiping and 'sleep
together. But this practice is gra
dually being abandoned and in
many villages the author was told
that they are not erecting such a

· house in these days. The girls
sleep in a house of a old woman or
a widow for the same purpose.

In all villages a guest house
or .Chaudi is erected as a shelter
for any outsider or Government
servant. The headman, with the
help of the villages, erects this
house and maintains in good1 
conditions.

Living Condiltions:- 

Sanitation and Hygine in the Village 

The appearance of the Koya
villages at the first sight indicates
the callousness of the Koyas

· towards . sanitary conditions, All 
over the village the sight of un
cleanliness. becomes the common
experience . for any newcomer to

·the Koya country. Cocks, pigs,
goats and cows defaecate anywhere
and everywhere of which little
notice is taken. Dogs, pigs and
goats frequent the arra or the
verandah attached to the house
and make it dirty. No serious
attention is paid to keep the house ·
clean. . The. open spaces in front of

the house are used for tethering
cattle as a result of which these
become very unclean with heaps of
dung. The dung is cleared in the
morning by the female members
and heaped in the guda · or the
kitchen garden. The open spaces
before the houses are swept only
during morning. There is no
drainage system in any of the Koya
villages but, as has been mentioned
before, due to the undulating
surface. of this area each settlement
has a natural drainage, during
heavy rainfall.: Nevertheless, the
villages become damp and muddy
during rains, with small pools of
dirty water inside the village. It
is only the villages, which are
situated on hil slopes, that are less ,
dirty during rainy season.

The Holl.Se.i 

The houses, .as mentioned above;
are equally dirty in all respects.
Though occasional plastering of
cow dung is made by the women,
the house, as a whole, appears like
a store house of dirt. The ·
verandah which is an essential part
of the house is frequented by dome
sticated pigs, dogs, goats, cocks
hence becomes unclean. The
inside of a house is generally clean
where cooking is done. The place
where Janda or rice beer -pots are
kept are neat and clean. The in 
sanitary conditions of the northern
Koyas do not hold true in the
villages of the southern Koyas.
The houses and the open .spaces ~ 

before them indicate the positive
attitude of the villages with regard
to maintain cleanliness. The
houses are regularly plastered with
cow dung once in a week and neatly
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swept twice a day. The high
verandahs which are so neatly
plastered can be compared with any
admirable sitting platform of a
Hindu family house and where one
completlyfeels at home. The open
spaces before each house are not
used for tethering cattle as is done
by the northerners.

The Koyas habitually spit 
wherever they happen to sit and 
gossip. This is not an · exception
even when they are sitting inside a 
room. With regard to bodily
cleanliness the southern Koyas
seem to be more particular and in
many respects they behave and act
like any other Hindus.

ii 

Bodily Cleanness 

The. Koyas are equally callous
in keeping their bodies clean. The
dress which they wear are dirty
and are not washed frequently.
The womenfolk wash the dirty
clothes at long intervals of days,
i.e., once or twice a month. They
do not hesitate to sit on a dirty
place. While taking bath they put 
off the clothes and enter the water
naked. They do -not take pains to
wash their bodies properly nor use
.oil regularly for their hair. The
only oil they use is from the dried
seeds of the fruit of Mahul tree.
This is preserved very · carefully
and the women use it while going
for dancing on festive occasions.

• c., 

The Koyas wash their teeth with 
tooth-sticks but cleaning of the
mouth is not properly done. The
tongue is not properly cleaned and
after cleaning the tongue water is
not used to clean the mouth. They
wipe themselves with leaves after
defecation.

The Koyas use leaves for taking
'-- their meals and the - womenfolk

collect Ieaves of which leaf plates
and · cups (Doppa) are prepared.
The Koyas wash their hands and
mouth before ad after taking meals.

The use of cheap soap ~s
becoming common among the
young boys and girls who purchase

. them from the local market. These
are used on festive occasions while
taking bath. The author has seen
weathy middle aged Koyas also
interested in using the cheap soaps.

Water-Supply 

The Koya women fetch water
from the 'Kuta' or the water depo
sits in the lowlying lands, where
cultivation is made. These are very
common among the northern
Koyas. There are large tracts or/ 
lowlying rice cultivating fields, in
one corner of which there happens
to be a large pool of water. There
is no restriction to bring water for
drinking purposes though the land
might belong to another individual.
These pools of water begin to 'dry
up during summer and the Koyas
dig pits in the bed of the pooland,
There are also places where water
does not dry.

There are small rivulets which ,-
also pass by most of these Koya
villages. The Koya women also
fetch water from these sources.
During summer they dig a little 
and get water from the bed of the 
river. 
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The Sallie Water source is used
fot both bathing and for drinking.

. The water is not boiled before
drinking. The problem of water

·becomes acute during summer and
the author has seen people coming
from a distance of two or three
miles to the 'Kuta' or the small
pool in the rice fields, for purposes
of bathing and washing clothes.
The Koyas say that during summer
they carry water bottles m~de of
gourds while they go to any distant
place because water 1s not available
during long walks in these regions.

ln village Sikapalli a well has
been sunk by the Government. The
villagers never use the water from
well for drinking. On enquiry,
the author was told that the well
water is not fresh because it is
stagnant. They believe that water
in a river cir pooL in rice fields is
fresh. The other reason is the
water in the well is sweet (Minkta)
hence not suitable for drinking
purpose. In many villages like
Mariwada, Gompakonda, Dharm
palli the author was given the
same reply as at Sikapalli with
regard to the 'use of well water.
The well water in village Sikapalli
is used fir bathing· and washing
purpose. 

In village Mallavaram which h
inhabited by the teleguised Koyas,
a completely different picture fa,
seen. There is a well sunk b·y the
Government and in morning and
evening a huge crowd of women
is seen around the well who come
lo fetch water for drinking and
other purposes. On enquiry the
villagers said that they have become
habituated to well water and find
the water suitable for all types of
l~. 

Disease and Treatment 

The various types of diseases,
that the Koyas suffer from are
attributed to either supernatural
aggression or sorcery. If a family 
contrnue to suffer from diseases
for a considerable period they
abandon the site and settle in a
fresh one to get rid of the evil look
of the supernatural elements. Any
deviation from the normal life is
thought to be caused by super
natural forces. Ha baby does not
suckle its mother's breast which he
was doing normally is attributed to
the evil eye of of a sprit. Any
natural calamity like the attack of
a tiger or a bear is also thought to
be caused by the angry spirits or •
gods.

The Koyas have their traditional
way of dealing with all these prob-
lems. It is a common sight in the
Koya area to find a 'wadde' who
would be engaged in chanting
incantations, either to ward off the
evil spirit or pacifying a god
who might have made an aggre
ssion against the person. In each •
village 'waddes' are found more
than one in number. Among
these some specialise- in giving
medicines "Mat" for different
diseases and others cure by way of
divination.

. The Koya word for disease is
'nopu' which is distinguished from
the wounds, cuts or burns though.
they would take the help of the
same 'wadde' to get medicine for
their cure. The Koyas explain the •.
symptoms of their disease to - the
'gunia' who after his own diagnosis,
gives medicine which consists of
the roots, leaves or barks of wild
plants and trees. The knowledge

••
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is kept as a secret because the
• practitioner thinks his medicines

will be fruitless if secrecy about it
is divulged to anybody else. Mad
kam Irma (48) of village Sikapali:
told the author that he learnt tho
art from his father when he was 1-1

boy. It is transmitted from one
generation to the next in this way.
He said he would teach his son
when he grows up. The knowledge
Is not transmitted to either wife or
daughter or any outsider. He said
he also blows out the disease by
divination which is known as
"Uditan". All the diseases, which
he cures, do not need the system of
'blowing out'. He applies them
only when it is ,necessary, Some

• common diseases that are found
among the Koyas are detailed
below. This information was
collected from Madkam Irma of
village Sikapalli who happens to
be a specialised practitioner in
medicines.

1. Dur. (burning sensation on
legs)-The disease is.
'blown out' by divination

• with the help of a sweeper
(chhanchunij-v-No medi
cine is given.

4. Edek.._ (Fever with shiver
ing and a high tempera.
ture on the body) Medicine
procured from the jungle
is given.

5. Kank. (Burning sensation
on the body) Herbs from
the jungle are given. The
Medicineman blows . out
the disease by way of
divination. Medicine is
taken twice daily for one
and half days. The
disease is cured within
three days.

G. Pula (Swelling of body)
Medicine from jungle is
given to the patient which 
is a strong purgative by
which swelling comes
down gradually. Three
doses are given. The
medicine is mixed with
powdered rice added to 
small quantity of hot 
water.

7. Talanota, (Headache) Herbs 
from the ju~gle. If
patient requests blowing
out, it is done by the
medicine man.

• 

2. Toita. (Swelling of foot)-·
No medicine is given
The disease is blown out

· by the wadde with . the
help of 'Kasur' (chhan
chuni).

'3. Daiparab. (It is also ~
• type of 'Dur' with a biting

sensation inside the leg).
The patient suffers from
sleeplessness and diarr
hoea-Herbal medicine
from jungle is given,

8. Potomandita or rnatia (Colic
. pain) Herbs from jungle.

9. Orgoba. (Aching of one side
of the forehead) A nose
drop prepared from the
juice of some wild plants
leaf is applied once and it 
is cured.

10. Netur Pota. (Blood dysen
trey). Medicine from
jungle is given two tim~. 
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Information on the plants or
leaves used for a particular type of
disease could not be .collected as the
informant was unwilling to disclose
the secret.

· After much persuation he agreed
to·the proposal under certain condi
ticns. The conditions were that
the author should observe certain
restrictions and should not divulge
the secret to anybody. There are
a few other diseases which the
Koyas described - to the author.
These are detailed below :-

1. 'Masa Nopu'. This the
common koya disease, i.e .. 
the yaws.

· 2. 'Netur dogg'. (T. B.) Blood
cough. The Koyas fear
this disease most. Netur 
(blood) 'dogg' (cough).

3. 'Rampa dogg'. Cold
· cough.

and

4. 'Parsa Pandto'. Eyes, body
and stool look like 'Kamka'
or turmeric-Jaundice.

5. 'Pandanad'. The Koyas say
that their children when
affected by this, become

· reduced to skeleton day by
day till they die or
recover when proper steps
are taken.

6. 'Param nopu'. The Koyas
say that a person affected
by this disease feels acute
pain while passing urine
which looks like pus.

7. 'Pidinganad' or 'Jivatinda
nad' :---::,-This is a disease

which acts like eating the ~ 
'Jiva' which means soul.
When a person is affected
in this disease he always
gasps and the disease takes
out the soul from within
the body of .the Koyas.
Tindnnad in Koya means 
eating. 

8. 'Uhtam'. Blood discharge in
urine.

~ 
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n. 'Edmoitit'. Urine looks like
"Kamaka err" or turmeric
water and is · discharged,
frequently.

10. 'Kid nopu'. A person affec
ted by this, the Koyas S::!Y, •
gets reduced day by day
till the bones become
prominent without any
flesh in the body.

11. 'Gajj'. Itches.

12. 'Ahkanad Gajj'. Ringworm..

Most of the Koyas suffer from'
these two last mentioned piseases.
They show great interest in using
ointments they are offered by any
outsider. They will immediately
make _ a crowd if they hear that
somebody is distributing medicine.
Skin diseases are mainly due to
their uncleanly habits which are
seen much 'less among the Koyas of 
the southern part.

There ate few other diseases
like 'Amatali' or 'Yoijotosimntd:" 
'Dulama' and 'Sudul yayo' which
constitute a different group so far
as the nature of their treatment,
by the Koyas is concerned. Yoyotosi
mata or 'Amatoli' belived to be

i
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• goddess of smallpox and 'Dulama'
- is the goddess of chicken pox and

Sudulyyo or small goddess is the
goddess or measles. Persons affec
ted by these diseases are exclusively
treated by the 'Perma' or the priest
of the- village who makes offerings
to pacify the respective goddesses.
The diseased persons are kept aloof
from other members - of their
family till they recover. Certain
taboos are also observed in the
village. Beating of drums (dhols)
and dancing and singing by the
womenfolk alre completely tabooed
during this period. The Koyas
believe that if the taboo is violated
the goddess becomes angry and
severely · attacks the villagers on a

• far~r, scale.

The Koyas have another way for
dealing with the wounds caused
either by accident or attack of

.tigers, bears and leopards. These
are thought to be the direct attack
9f malevolent spirits who make an
aggression against the persons who
.either carelessly by-pass them or.
trespass in their region or have
not made sacrificial offerings to
pacify them. The patients are
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treated by 'Wadde' (Gunia) who
makes "Wallam Uditan" or finds
out the particular cause of such
accidents by way of divination and
makes offerings to pacify the spirit
or god causing the wound. Some.
times more than one Gunias are
found engaged to cure the patient.

.
The Koyas have a local reputa-

tion for skill in curing severetypes
of wounds, cuts or fractures with 
the help of their knowledge· of
medicine made from wild roots and
herbs. This is not totally untrue.
The author has seen a person in 
the village Sikapalli who was badly
attacked by a bear and the wound
on the legs were of· so severe a
nature that the author advised
them to take him to Malkangiri
hospital, for medical treatment to
save the patient. This was not
accepted and the father of the
patient took this help of the 'gunia',

. After few months when the author
visited the village the former
patient was seen running after
cows and. was as good as any man
except for certain scar marks o:;
his leg.

• 



ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES AND THE QUEST FOR FOOD 

The type of economy that the
Koyas practise cannot be strictly
classified as agriculture, though,
agriculture at present, is the major
productive occupation of the Koyas.
Information from the older genera
tion and old records of the Taluk
reveal that the Koyas of Malkangiri
region were originally shifting
cultivators. Little or no effort, in
the past, was made for practising
wet cultivation as large tracts of
virgin forest corner, were available
for shifting cultivation. With the
pas-sage of time their economic
activities have been influenced by.
the. changes caused by innumerable
factors. The increase in popula
tion due to migration and birth had
an obvious effect in minimizing the
individuals' share of the natural
recources. Besides, Government
agencies have made every effort in
the direction of stopping the
practice of shifting cultivation
which was responsible for the evil
effects like deforestation, soil
erosion and a colossal wastage of
forest wealth. Forests have now
been declared as reserved ones.
All these factors have led the Koyas
to depend on the practice of shift
ing cultivation in a very limited way
and have forced them to
practise wet cultivation, a system
practise wet cultivation, a system,
with which they were completely
unfamiliar. The method of culfi-

vation, as practised by them, is
very crude. They lack the
knowledge and the comparatively
elaborate technology usef.ul for the
purpose of practising wet cultiva ·
lion. As a result, the yield from
the field becomes inadequate for
an average family, in spite of the
fact that the amount of land owned
by that family is in no way less 
than that of similar families in 
other regions of Orissa.

The inadequate yield from the 
type of wet cultivation done by the
Koyas does not suffice for a family.
There are other types of economic
persuits which the Koyas take up.
One of them is the slash and burn
type of cultivation or the shifting "
cultivation of which detailed des
cription will be given later.
Another type of persuit is the
collection of roots, tubers and
fruits from the forests in large
quantities which save them, as they
say, at the time of scarcity. For
meat they depend on the wild
games and the Koyas are expert
hunters. The cows and the bullocks
also provide the Koyas with quanti
ties of beaf which they eat.

0 

The other economic activities of
the Koyas are directed towards
getting a shelter and clothing. The
techniques to deal with these pro
blems are simple. The materials

~- 
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needed for the construction of a
house are available from the
nearby forests, and these are
collected by them and as the struc
ture of the house of a Koya is not
very elaborate. The construction
is some times done by the members
of an individual family by them
selves, or if help of some others
is required 'Landa' or rice beer an<(
pork or fowl is provided as a
remuneration for the help.

For clothing the Koyas used to
sell their cows or bullocks for cash.
Though practice is still in vogue
it is gradually diminishing because
of the emergence of the new
markets in their country. There

0 the Koyas sell their crops or vegeta
bles and the money is spent in
purchasing clothing for all the
family members.

. From the above facts it becomes
obvious that the economic activities
of the Koyas centre mainly round
the satisfaction of their primary

, needs like food, shelter and cloth
ing. Their simlpe technology has
not enabled them to exploit fully
the resources at their disposal.

The emergence of markets and
the primary dependence on wet
cultivation are certain to. bring
about great changes in their econo
mic activities. A systematic study
on the subject has yet to be made.

THE SYSTEM OF LAND TENURE

The "Koyas distinguish between
three main types of land used for
different types · of cultivation.
Firstly, the low land which can
110ld water for a considerable
period in a year is called "Barhia 

Kuta". Secondly, the land which
is situated on a comparatively
higher level and where water can
be stored by making small earthen
dams on all sides is called "U sk 
Beda". The third type is known
as "Elka" or the slopes where water
cannot be stored and. is full of trees
and bushes. These are the sites
where shifting c-ultivation is prac
tised.,

The Koyas do not always possess 
sufficient amount of "Barhia Kuta" 
or lowlying land suitable for wet
cultivation because of the dearth of 
such land due to various reasons. 
It has been mentioned elsewhere
that the region inhabited by the 
Koyas in full of thick reserved
forests and the land is mostly
undulating. Hence, lowlying land
for wet cultivation is exremely
limited.

When a new settler comes to a
village he has to meet the 'Peda' or
the headman with a pot of 'latula" 
or rice beer as Bheti. This is 
because the headman of village was
granted 'Mustaf'adri' or the right to
collect cess from the villagers by
the Raj a of J eypore as Ma:lkangiri
subdivision was a part of his estate.
The headman was asked to deposit
a fixed amount either in cash or
kind into the treasury of the Raja
and this practice was being con
tinued till recently, when these
were deposited into Government
treasury at Malkangiri. The head
man was authorised to dispose of 
any part of the individual holdings,
in favour of a new-comer to the
village. Assessment of rent was
the exclusive right of the headman.
Assessment never exceeded the
amount of rupees five in cash and
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,20 i-.u· 1• i ,...; ,~ ,. .._ lJ.i!_l~!l.@t.:'~ . 
·· op..e/Put.i' or J20 Lbs. of paddy for
!lach plQ~gh used in .a single family.
T_he .. amount 'of land owned by an .
individual • family: depended on its
.oapacity io · bring land under culti
vation. This was . of course.
applicable to the first settlers in a
village as there is a limit to the
availabelity. of cultivable· land in a
village which is demarcated by-the
Government, at present .

· ., . The amount nf land possessed by
individual faniilies could not be
exactly .known as _no survey in this
region was niade until recently .
Original settlement with a regular
survey of land was made by a. year
back 'whioh was also not complete
by the .time when the author was '
undertaking.field work in the Koya

· area. , ·When a Koya was asked as
t6 howmuch land he possessed;

. the answer was three ploughs, or
:four ploughs· as the • cases were.
This was according to the prevalent

.method of assessing rent on the
basis of the number of ploughs used
0:by eachfamily.

,Hwas;fou:p.d after enquiry that
the Koyas show a great craving for
'Elkiis' o;r the village forests where
they are allowed by Gov,ernment
a:geniies to practise slash-and burn
or shifting cultivation. As this
practice is· bing sharply restricted
by the' Government and as this type

·of·lanci···is extremely limited the
-late comers to a village cannot g.et ·
such Jarid solely arid depend on wet

. cultivation. . This fact was corro
borated ftoin the . new . settlement
records ofa villagenamed Sikapalli
where preliminary survey . was

. almost complete. . Out of forty
families. -·twentyanine possessed the
'Elkas' and eleven went without. 

them and. obviously; those· · eleven?"
families were late settlers in_ that

. village..

Now-a-days • ·the' Koyas oJ
Malkangiri . grumble against' I;,t:h,e ,
Government policy of rehabilitafii!g
the Dandakaranya refugees in 
these · areas - as this region is 
included in the Da_:n-qaka~::u~ya area,
The main reason for , their tOIDi0 
plain is . that if .the GoyernmeQl .
implement· the scheme <_>f. rehahili, ·
tation in their region the extent of
their use of village forests will still
further be limited and they will.lose
the source of fodder for their cattle. 

.. 

" 

Method orCultivation & the Agri 
cultural Implements 

The Koya agricultural imple
ments consist of .spatle - (Gqaad),
axe (Godel) and pfou:gh (Nangel):
The ploughs are of a nudimentary
form and' the Koyas make these by 
themselves. The axe and spade-. 0 

are procured from the Kamar
Koyas who happen to be an oc<;upa,
tional group among the· Koyas.~"'=In,-"
these days, dueto· the emergence
of markets in this area;the Koyas
procure the agricultural implements
like axe, spade and hoe· from the.

' Oriya Kaniaras who regularly .visit
these markets. The sickle used by
the Koyas has no saw like teeth-for

.the smooth cutting of corns.', Thfa is
also the type of sickle used ~by the·
local Hindu people. The use of
crude and simple types of agricul -
tural implements may bear testi-~
money to the fact of their ignorance 0 

of a developed type. of cultivational
method, ,.

Manuring of· corn fields -is;-:· not
done by the · Koyas -in -~pite of: 'the
fact that .t:PtY have - large- herds of

.1 
·"""' -'~-iR" 
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cows and bullocks. All the dung
is heaped in the kitchen garden and
spread for growing tabacoo,
mustard and other vegetables. On
enquiry they said that the best
manure of which they know is the
ashes of the burnt tree - and
bushes. The implication is when
they practised shifting cultivation
they were burning the patch of
jungle which they cleared and seeds
were sown on the ashes spread
over it. As they were getting
bumper crops they thought those
ashes to be the best manure. In
the paddy field the Koyas leave
the straw to dry after taking away
the .paddy by reaping it from the
neck of the plant. The rest it left

_ to dry up or be grazed by cattle and
the Koyas also set fire to it believ
ing that the ashes _ will serve as
manure to yield a good harvest.

· • Cultivation of land starts with
the break of the monsoon in mid
June. Before that they do not till
the soil to get the fields prepared
for sowing. The men and women
folk remain busy in ploughing the
fields. _ Even girls above twelve
.,Years of age are also no exception.
Sowing of seeds and ploughing are ,
done simultaneously. After the
field is ploughed once, no second
ploughing is considered fo be
essential by the Koyas and · the
seeds are spread over it. The seeds
are sometimes made to germinate
before sowing. After sowing seed
there is a short gap in the agricul
turaJ activities. When the plants

, grow to a certain height operation
for storing water in the paddy
fields begins. If a - comparatively
major earthen embankment is
needed to store water in an indivi
dual's field, the owner invites the 

villagers and the work is dorie on a ,
co-operative basis. The man who
is the employer does not pay cash
or paddy as remuneration. He
provides sufficient amount of
'Ianda' or rice beer, and kills a pig,
distribute the pork among the
villagers as remuneration for the
work done for him.

Aftar the storing of water in fields
is over, which is said to be one of
the major agricultural activities the
field is left till the crops begin to
ripe. Weeding is never done by
the Koyas. When a newcomer
approches a paddy field at the time
of ha:c,.vest he is perplexed ,to find
the fields full of wild grass of
which the Royas always grumble
saying "gatte" gadd" meaning
"much grass". In most cases
weeds constitute more than half of
the total number of plants that grow
in a field.

When the crops begin to ripe
the Koyas take precautionary
measures to save them from the
depredation of wild animals and
birds. They have to keep a watch
ful eye constantly because during

. the day time the wild birds are a
source of great trouble. All the 
boys beginning from .the age of 
eight onwards in a family go to 
watch with their small bow and
arrows. Sometimes groups of boys
also go to hunt wild birds. The
adult members go to sleep in the
field where they have constructed
small platforms which is known as
"Ketul", Sometimes hutments over
raised platforms made of bamboos
are made to sleep in. While sleeping
they blow "ahkum" (horn made
buglas) and beat drums to drive
away the predatory animals from

I 
,i' 
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the paddy fields. This
0

kind of
watch continues from the month of
Dashera till the end of the
harvest of "Barhiya Wanzi" or big
paddy.

The Koya differentiates between
the two types of paddy, i.e., the
one which ripens .sarlier and the
seed is of which is sown on compa
ratively higher land known as
"Isk beda" is called "Sudul Wanzi"
or small paddy. The other one
which ripens later and is harvested
much later than "Sudul uiaazi", and
the seeds of which are sown in
lowlying lands called "Barhia Kuta" 
where water remains for a.. consi
derable period, is called "Barhia 
uranuzi" or big paddy. Some of the
varieties of Barhia wanzi are Gudma
Wanzi, Meadko wanzi, Maipali
wanzi, pusbanda wanzi, Gumod
and .J andari wanzi. The ntmes of
some small paddy or sudul wanzi
are Boidanda, Ratan chudi, Dud
Chaik, Gangabark, kike polk and
Ati wanzi, etc .

No sooner the "Sudul wanzi
koidana" or the harvest of small
paddy begins in the month of
November .the Koyas are found busy
day and night in their fields. This
is a period when no body
except the oldmen and women and
infants can be seen in the village.
Sometimes a whole family is seen

· in the field house known as, "Ketul".
The "Ketul" is a raised earthen
platform with no walls but a
thatched rood supported by bamboo
pillars on all cornors. Creepers of
pumpkin, gourd and beans are
found spread over the roof. The
surroundings of a field house are
kept clean by clearing the bushees

. and grass.

Inside the house there is an oven •.
where cooking is made and earthen
pots for water and cooking are
kept. From outside it looks like a
house in miniature. At day break
all the villagers go to their respec
tive field houses and the women
folk cook there for the day and
help the menfolk in reaping paddy.
Infants are also taken to the field
house where they are put in a
basket hung from the roof of the
field house. Reaping of paddy goes
on till evening and then all the
family members return to their
village. 1 Sometimes food for night
is also cooked in the field house and
brought home where it is taken.

By the time the harvest of 'Sudul
wanzi' is over, the "Burhia wanzi" •
gets ready to be harvested. Paddy
is reaped from the neck of the plant
and the rest is leflt to dry up. The
straw is not collected because the
Koya do not thatch their houses
with straw. During harvest efforts
are made to reap the corn as soon
as possible to save it from the
depredation of wild animals.

Af,ter the reaping is over the
paddy is kept in a heap in a partj,
cular place cleared tor this purpose
known as 'Kada' .or 'Kalani' This
is situated near the field house also.
Paddy is threshed in this place and
collected in leaf baskets made of 
the leaves of the elephant Creeper
( Siali). The baskets are then
carried home where they are stored
in containers made of bamboo.

OTHER CROPS

Though paddy provides the staple
food for Koya in these days as ;:1

result of the practice oil wet culti 
vation, it does not solve the problem

..,
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of food .outright. ~o sooner, the
~"" harvest begins 'the Koya perform

the "Nuakhla' or the'Ko.dta Pandu' 
ceremoney and start consuming the
rice, Most Kqyas' can pull on for
four to five months ill a year with
their · st<?~K.: of rice. This is the
;~a$9h'for which the ·Koya'."s make a'

· very economical use of the· store of
their paddy. Cooked rice (''.C.[iµkur" 
or "Doivda") is not eaten always
for two tirnes. a day. Ip the morn
ing a grueLis made of rice, . and ·
pulses mixed together and cooked

·rice is.-eate~ at night. Some millet
'maize and dried mahul flowers are

·;,,.substituted for the morning gruel
: of-rice, From all ,these it becomes
obvious that they depend· on

u growing other crops like · IIlillet,
maize and pulses a,s.food crops. AH
the Koyas possess pieces .· of land
e_ither inside the village or very near
the village where they can keep a·.

.constant. watch over the plot of
Iand. in the begining of rains or
just before it the " Koyas neatly
fense these.plots of land either with

0 
spilt bamboos or·wood fatched by
cutting trees. Here, they sow

<maize _,('"pot Jana") and millet
(.Khed- [ana) in the months · of

··"Pedaman" a n a - "Burdabata''
corcrespondin'g to the Oriya months

·fioin''' 'Jy~stha'· to 'Srabaria'. Thes r 
are: ha~vest;d in · the months .
of 'Diward' arid' 'Pand' correspond- .
ing to the Oriya ·• months from
"Kartik" to "Pauso''. · ·

' - ( 

A variety of. pulses like "· pesli 
e. (PJ:iasedus RadiatU:s) mutut, Kandul,
' '"',iet,rD( ~ilseeds like ·.•·wunk" (Sesa

smum).\,ang. · ffar.son' (mustard}
beans 1ike·~ustl{11d'' -and · "Lutuik" 
;(Vigna Typisa);care sown . in . the
Elkas or the si1es···~here slash and
liiirn. type :oi cuUi\iaiion. is made,

A brief ;cc«,mpt collected from 'the 
villagers pf Sikapalli with regardto
the ,system of , shifting cultivation
is given below.

0 

Me~hod of Shifting'Cultivation• r 
· The sites· for shifting cultivation J 

are found · sitifated . above the 
Iowlying lands that are·· ·used for . 
wet ~ultivation: Loiuikapodsetui 
or, burning of the jungle starts in 
the month of Pedamatiletiz: corres
ponding-Io the, Hitter half of April
and first half of May, respectively.

. After harvest the sites selected f 01;

.. this purpose are ~leared by felling
trees. While clearing a patch cer
tain trees are spared as they provide

- fruits to be consumed.by' the Koyas>
at the time of scarcity. They are
Tumir, Bengur, 14u (Bassialatifo- - 
lia), Korka and Kosu; etc. As . the
operation of shifting cultivation
demands much more labour· than
what _ a~ individual famliy pessess,
an individual invites the number .

· of-.. person .. he requires and -every
day he provides them with landa or
rice'. beer . for drinking till the
cutting and clearing are over. The
labour required for cutting an acre 
of land could. not be 'measured.
accurately: Madakm Dewa, one of
the informants, said, he required
the services of nine persons for two
days to clear one of his sites and
eight persons for 3 days for another
patch of jungle. As.. the' land which
he cleared for the purpose could
not be surveyed accurate informa
tions - could not be had. But his,.: . 
indication ·. of C the sizes led the'
atjthor-' to assume th~t "he has
clearned . approximately-, sme · .and
half to two acres of land for ,p~
poses 91 sl;ti,ftin,g cuitivatitln.

'::- . •;;·. ·~ 
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When the site is cleared the wood
and branches are left to dry up.
After a week, they are burnt.
After burning, the site is left till it
starts raining. The site is ploughed
once.: and when rain falls seeds are
broadcast; Seeds of Gora ( Ragi ! .
Kohla (millet), Permi, Junuk (Vigna
Typisa), Taui (a kind of fruit),
Sikud · (bean), Pesli (Phaseolus
Radiatus), Nunk [Sesamum},
Benda, etc.

· The seeds of Gora (Elevsina
cama}, Permi .(Cajanus lndicus),
Kohla (millet) are broadcast thickly
whereas others- are - broadcast
thinly. The sites are left till har ·
vest of Gora, Permi and Suan are
ready to be reaped in the month
of October and November. At the
time of harvest the sites which are
situated a mile or so away from the
village are watched during night
'and day to save damage of crops
by predatory animals.

After one harvest is reaped, the
Puna elka or the new patch of
jungle become "panta elka' or old
one. Next year also the same site
is used for shifting cultivation
but the yield is reduced
to certain extent 'in the 2nd year.
Then that particular site is aban
doned for ·3 to 4 years, when again
it is cleared for shifting cultivation.
As· the site is freshly over grown
with trees· and bushes the Koyas
again call it "Puna elka" or the
new one.

their own standard . measure. 
Though they are getting used to 
the locail standard measure very
few can measure accurately. · The
local measure for corn is given
below:-

(1) Gadisa

(1) Puti

30 Putis 

20 mans 

One man is equivalent to 160
tolas which is approximately 4 lbs.
An approximate measure of crops
was made by the author while
collecting information on the total
yield from a piece of land used for
shifting cultivation by an individual
named Madakarn Dewa ( 35) .
Several other villagers · we're also 0 

interviewed. But for precision the
information of one individual is
being dealt with here. ·

.••, j
·;
I
11
;

As mentioned above the elkas arc
distinguished as 'Puna elkas' and
'Panta elkas'. Madkam Dewa's
Puna elka yielded last year ( 1960\
two p_utis of Gora, 3 mans of"
Junuk, 4 mans of Benda, 10 mans
of Permi and five putis of c Kohla. 
Tl,c total yield in pounds is 62 lbs.
He. cultivated l½ acres of land
approximately. _ Another individual
named Madkam Pandu who culti 
vated an acre got a total yield o( 
2 putis, 'Gora', 10 mans of 'Permi', 2 
mans of. 'Junuk', 3 mans of 'Benda'
and 3 putis of Kohla. The total
yield in terms of pounds is 400 lbs.
(5 mds.).

The yield from shifting cultiva
tion was difficult to .measure accu
rately as the Koyas start consu
ming the· crops immediately after
harvest. Besides they do not have

' ~ 
Per acre yield for each crop is

difficult to measure as intercropping
is practised by the Koyas, and no
specific portion of the land is- used
for any particular type of
crop.

iii 



:;.,~rops: exc~pt . Ragi and, beans in
~ _ _e'xchapge:-foi;y other nece~sifies' st1_ch,

- ·as, salt, toba,cco and cloths; >,These·.
days, .the children · invariably eat

- permi and other puJses that ar~ .
grown. :Hut .~he pre;ioµs, praetice,
is 'also in vague. arid, exceptirig Ragl
~l pulses are sold. ,· .

. ' ; .
A ~b-art sh,owing , the

activities of· th~ Ko:y:a is ·· given
· belo\V. The I\Qy1;1. month js > t}Je 
- period from olie new moori to, thi ..

. next instead ';of the 'period ·2froni. ·
g~e'.full mooriJo the. nex"i as "'cal

_cul11-!ed in Oriya;
.. 

•',(I-fatvtst ·:br,big. padcly, maiz~~(Khed Janat 
• 

0andl'.Sua,r:f ·c9Hection of 0Piri, a ·j Lingfo, grass_
for :thatching house; colfoctiou of biQ:lboos ;C.:z/-,
from .· the .jungle- for . the. same purp9se•... - .·
Attending marriage feasts and dances,
:f!unting in jungiet · · ' · ·

. :;·'.· ~~gJi!p]i~J~u.rt ~:\t':~Blle2ti_~n of 'P iri' a~d bamb?os."Jb!~h/ · a11 Ce..
.,., .. _,,_ · ·• _ .... ,Sof~Qzmud Pandu _. CWorsh1pp1n'g ceremony

,.,-.,,,,•o[,rain goq)_:_Hunting in the forests··ana
_:fishing from. ponds and, rivers, , · ·

·Phalgqn-Gbaitia" · Coll{c~jo~:/of. Mahul and lfe~du ~p<t, .. _ ot1!et ,'.
fru1is.. HuntJng m the Jungle. Atte4d10g
marriagefeasts and danees.; ·

Chaifra-Baissaka,· JColl;/ctfon of ~apul, Tumid .. (Kend~); 
o; from rivers and p()nds-=;Hunting,in forests

and attending mari:iage 'feasts and cfonc~s.'
;Gbservc,nce of Idu .or-· Ikk ·· Ponua JNew
_Matftil~'eating Geremon:y).'"--1''" ..

• _ ·. ·~ f;t7,1';t> ,, :'"'\ !:> ,.,,'',; ":; _ .. ,½"''; <' : , 
'BaisakhiJ~;~stJia,·, Qollectfo~ntof Mahul and k'eitdu~·and~ "other

. 1, .•.:;.; . . seasonaf'.fn1its' from, the" Jungle.[' Obser.;., .
'-vance'.,. of.' SBijja ' Pandu is fc,etemon:ial

huntiµic~ Bijja weta, · J. ··• ..• ,._ .•.. 

• -·_,,.,, ·; .•.. if-,"' • ' c,, -i· ,:' . . . • . .. . .,;-',,,.·
· JyesHiaMAsadhif = Plo:ughj11g .o(fi~lds 'and soWji]g., ceremony '.or_
- - ·. - ,·: ,"Bijj;a' Witan~d'' _fencing :of: .. 1<.ifcnei(

gar,defrs.ahd"other gan;lens 'W.here.'·w~ize ..
et.: a~e/ .. s~viPi Clearing· an9,;,bufoin.g _ 'ofF _·. 
'Elka' ,?~,t!i~ · la!id i-~her~: G;,ota ·,r(e{eusi,u~ ·•
c9raQa11.,.) and, pul~es,-wVeeds,, ,nd · bean .
are:sQwn; So\v{ng'Qf tne.:s&~e .. :and ,suan 

- .. ,, -·~v:\",Y ',f, I·,:;,: 
:~/:,_'!::;;,. 
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Koya Oriya

----- -----.-

Burdabata Asadha-Sarabana Sowing of paddy in rice fields and pulses,
Mandia, Suan in the Elka. ·

Mundkhol

Kani

Dashera

Dewad

Pand

sraban-Bhadrav Collection -0f rcots and tubers from the
Jungle, storing of water in the fields wher
ever necessary and sowing of paddy,

Kartik-Margasir

Bhadrab-Aswin Collection of roots and tubers from the
Jungle, observance of 'Kumm Pandu' or
the new Sua n eating ceremony, storing of
water in the fields. Hunting in jungle.

Aswin-Kartik Collection or roots and tubers from the
jungle, watching birds and wild animals
to save the crops to be harvested. Harve
st of small paddy and observance of Kodta
Pandu or new rice eating ceremony.,
Fishing from small rivulets and low lying
land where water gets deposited. Storing
of water in fields. Hunting in jungles.

Storing of water in the fields, fishing from
small water deposits and collection of roots
and tubers. Harvest of small paddy and

· observance of Sikud Pandu or the new
b.an eating ceremony. Watching birds and
wild, animals to save crops.

" 
Margasir-Pus Harvest of big paddy from the lowlying land

which ripes later. begin. storing-er paddy,
Harvest cf maize, suan and pulses and
oil seeds beg ns, watching birds and wild
animals in the field and work near the field

- house for collection and storing of paddy.

F'rom a description of the
seasonal activities of the Koya one
fact stands out. clearly that their
economic persuits mainly centre
round their primary need of the
quest for food · and shelter.

. Hunting and collection of roots and
_ tubers are regular features of their
economic persuit and throughout
the year they are found in groups
with their bows and arrows amidst
the forest in search of wild games,

hares, birds, rats and squirrels.
Considerable time is also seen
devoted for collection of roots and
tubers, a detailed account of which
will be · dealt with later. Time
devoted for wet cultivation seem to
be very much less in comparison
with other types of food quest.
In fact, they devote a great part of
their time for watching and harvest ,
of the ripening crops rather than
the systematic effort for obtaining
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a humper crop: The marriage ·
• - season of the Koya seems to begin

with the end of harvest of crops
when they become free to attend
and perform marriage ceremonies
in and out side their villages. The
season ends with the first break
ing of monsoon when. they become
Qti~Y- '. with their agricultural
activities.

27

The Cattle wealth of the Koya 
The Koyas of Malkangiri Sub

division possess large herds · of
cows and bullocks and , in the
southern part of the Subdivision
the number of cows and bullocks
of a family increases and sometimes·
exceeds a hundred or more.
Cattle herds of few villages collected
are detailed below.

• 

•

Name of the village No. of
families Bullocks Cows Calves Tota)

"":.::.'."-i • ~ "'· i1 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Gampakonda .. 6 39 96 67 208 

I
I Tumkimadka 10 5'.) 118 72 250 . ,. 
~:.,, Gagrimatla 10 45 73 72 200~ •.. 

Marigeta
. 12 39 159 77 287 

·-r:. _,.7': 

lI.... 

(--
1 
[

The figures indicated are not of
• a representative sample but they

- indicat~ the quite large number of
herds that are generally possessed

__by the Koyas. The cows and
-bullocks resemble the' cows and i 

bullocks that are found · generally
all over Orissa. The number of
herds of such animals varies from
one family to another in each
village and the inequalities in 
possession is due to the natural
calamities and epidemics that 
occasionally dtstroy their cattle. . 
Grigsoi1 in his monograph 'Maria
Gonds of Bastar' writes about the
large'numberof buffaloes that 'are
also owned by the so-called 'bison
horn M;uiaf pf 13.~star whom he

calls also Koyas. But it is interest·
ing to note that nowhere in- the
Malkangiri subdivision the Koyas
are found having buffaloes in their
nerds of domesticated animals.

The Koyas do not have Kraals· or
sheds as shelter for their cows and
bullocks in · their_ villages. The
open space before or by the side
of each house is, used for tethering
them on one long rope which is tied
at one· end to the trunk of a tree
or a bamboo post that is stuck into
the ground. Sometimes ten to
lwelve or more cows and bullocks
are tethered on a single long rope.
Throughout the year they are
kept exposed to the weather. On
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enuqary the Koyas informed the
author that making large sheds
for cows would demand much
arduous labour for collecting
building materials. As such they
avoid doing it thinking this to · be
a heavy task for them.

The animals are driven to the
forests nearby which provide good
fodder to them. The forests are
covered with many types of
unidentified grass and creepers.
They graze ·in the forest and drink
water from the water source. No
effort is made to feed them at
house. A watch for them becomes
essential only when the ripening
crops are there in the fields. No
sooner they are harvested the cows
and bullocks are left to themselves
for grazing in the fields and are
only driven back by the Koyas in
the evening. The villagers select
watchmen in order of families
who send their men in turn.
Usually the boys of ages ten to
fifteen go to watch the herds and
in the rainy and harvest seasons
adult person accompany the herds,

Castration of male calves is
done at a much later period when
they have already become grown up
bulls. The Koyas say that if a
calf is castrated earlier it will not
have a strong and stout growth.
They have their own indigeneous
method of· castration. There are
specialists who undertake this
job. The testis of the bulls are
crushed and made to pulp by
constantly grinding them with the
help of two pieces of sticks and
turmeric paste is plastered over the
scrotum. In these days stockman
centres have been opened in these
areas. But the author was told

by the stockmen· that the Koya~ 
seldom come to them for their help.

These animals suffer from
disease for which the Koyas have
their names. They are Yagotosi
(pox), Bukatoi, Gera, Patadarsik,
etc. The Koya adopt the 
traditional way of dealing with
these animal diseases. They ask
for the help of their shammans who
cure them by way of divination and
use medicines of juices of · the
leaves and roots in the jungle. In
this case also the Koyas do not ask
for the help of the stockmen.

The Koyas seldom milk their
cows. During rainy season when
the fodder in the forests have a

. wild growth the Koyas milk their •
cows. They say that the calves
will die if milking . is done
frequently., They prepare curd and
butter but not ghee as others do. The
ghee that is prepared unsystemati
cally gives a bad odour. The
Koyas say in the days of the reign
of J eypore king each headman was
forced to supply few pots of ghee
as 'bhet' during Dashera festival at
Jeypore. ~

It remains for further investi
gation as to how and why this
tribe possessed such a large number
of cows and bullocks. The
neighbouring tribes like' Bondos,
Bhumias and Rans of the same
subdivision are devoid of such a
possession, There is no doubt
that the topography of the area is
favourable for rearing herds of
cows and bullocks. It niay be
noted that the possession of cows
.and, bullocks serves as an important
factor in 'the social economy of
the Koyas.

.. 

._,u 
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The Koyas use both cows and
bullocks for ploughing their fields.
It was gathered that when the
Koyas solely depended on shifting
cultivation where ploughing of
fields was of little importance the
cows and bullocks were made to
trod -over the patch of clearing after
Which seeds - were sown, in that
land. At present when they have
taken resort to the wet cultivation,
they have learnt to use ploughs to
cultivate their fields. The use of
cows in ploughing the types of till
ing the soil and growing crops bear
testimony to their lock of a deve
loped knowledge about wet cultiva
tion. From the list given in the
begfoning it is interesting to note
tha.t out -- of the total number of

, cows and bullocks in each village
the number of cows exceed that of
bullocks. The reason may he that
the bullocks serve the purpose of a
medium of exchange. They are
sold ·either directly for ready cash
or exchanged on the system of
barter for any other necessity. The
Koyas require money for purcha -
sing their clothings and other
necessities. The bullocks provide~ 
money to the Koyas. They do not
sell the bullocks in the market. It
is only when a customer comes to
the village the Koyas sell - them.
The value of a bullock varies from
an amount of rupees fifty to one
hundred and rarely more if it is of
big size. Direct barter of bullock
for many commodities like fishing
nets and rugs are also made. They
wear a head dress of bison
horn in" the ceremonial dances.
These are thought to be a precious
possession· by the Koyas. They
purchase bison horns from the
neighbouring people who some
times demand · a pair of bullocks

for a - pair of bison horns. The
cows are never sold as the Koyas
say that the cows will give birth
to calves thereby increasing the
amount of .the'ir possession of cows
and bullocks.

In the social· field these animals
also play an important role. The
possession of this wealth gives
status, to a man in the Koya
society. In fact a man becomes:
wealthy by possessing a large herd"
of thes_e animals: The man who,
does not possess any of these·
considered low in the social
scale. No man can m a r r y
without possessing cows and
bullocks because these are invaria
bly included in the bride price that
has to be paid to the bride's
father. A man who has no cow
or bullock has to serve under
another man who might possess a
large herd. In return from his
service he is provided with a· cow
and a bullock to be paid as bride
price. It was also gathered that
when a man is without any animal
of this kind he goes to one · of his
relations, residing in any village,
with a pot of landa or rice beer.
He is provided with few heads of
cattle to improve his economic
position and then returns the same
number to his benefactor after few
years when he might have been
able to possess more. This · is a
widely prevalent practice among
the Koyas and a deeper study on
this may reveal. fact relating to the
nature of indebtedness and the
terms, conditions and the type of
social obligations involved therein.

The Koyas were prolific beef
eaters in the old days, In these
days also the practice has not

I 
I 
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completely been abandoned but
- _ .Jhey hesitate to reveal it to .-any

outsider whichthey think will lower
'down their status in the social
scale. The slaughter of cows and
bullocks . in the funerary ceremony
is a regular feature in the Koya
society. When a man dies all his
kinsmen , living "in some other
villages are invited to come to see
the · deadman. The dead body is
pres{lrved infhe house, till ak the
~insmen gather and in the mean
while cows and pigs are slaughtered
to provide the feast. Whim a men
hir is erected in memory of the
dead person a cow is slaughtered
and its tail is hung on the stone
slab.

. In a nutshell, this animal wealth
' of Koya · gives · status to a man,

enables him to marry and is used as
a capital whose productive func
tion" is of immense importance . to
the . Koya. The Koya term for
wealth is 'Chom' or 'Shorn' and
when a man is 'asked as to
when · he will marry, ·he replies
saying that when he has got
enough 'Chom' or wealth which
originally meant cows and
bullocks.
Other Domestic Animals 

Pigs are domesticated in large
. number by the Koyas because pork
is 'not only relished· but constitute
a regular feature i~ the dietary of

' the Koyas. In all types of cere
monial feasts pigs are slaughtered
to · provide pork for the feast.

_When _ :£ Koya employs certain
numbers . of persons to : do some
work for him a pig or two are
kitled for the feast.
Collection .of Roots· and Fruits 

Collection of 'roots' and fruits
.constitutes one of the· important

factors intheir quest for food. In
fact, a KQY:l substantially acl.gs to
his store offood through the collec
tion of roots, tubers and fruits from 
the forest. The 1110st important of ·
these· is the 'Mahul' or the flower.

··-· < -· - ' ~- ·-,

of 'Bassia latifolia' tree. The peri64 ..
for collectfon starts from the monti-t
of Phalgun to Baisakh, about three
months a nat:-, 'fhe flowers being
made to dry-in late. spripg V1e ~oy.as
go .to collect them .from mo-r~i:qg
after taking gruel- Women and ·
children take more initiative and
return home with full baskets as
these trees are found in abundance.
It-was found after enquiry that ·a
family collected an .average of three

· hundred pounds -a year. After
· collection the flowers are dried in

the sun to make them suitable fo:r ~ ·
storing to. be used in the · sct!.i.:dty _
period. Poor people.; ..who. appre. ·
hend shortage. of rice and other
foodgrains, start consuming Mahul 
with some other food-stuffs. Koyas
are also found completely _ depen
dant on Mahul when all other food- .
grains get exhausted.

' ,..,; 

. J 
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· Apart · from servmg as food\
Mahul also serves the . purpose of
an intoxicating drink. The· Koyas 
prepare a kind of alcoholic beverage
by boiling Mahul in their inde
genious way. This beverage ' is
called 'Suran;' or 'Uram': and is 
deep red in colour: All • the
families . prepare. it and almost all · ·
the Jamily members consume ft.
lt is as common as the rice beer or
Janda but due to the· limited stock
of Mahul all the . families cami.~ ·
afford to drink it throughout the·
year.

. The Koyas - also collect the: ·fruit • •~· •
of this tree and prepare oil hi · an 
indegenious method.'. Tliis oil. is



·• , · very common among the Koy_as
who use · it in their food as well a:;
for- toilet purposes.

L
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Next i11 importance -is the fruit 
called Tumri or Tumid _ (Kendu}.

.. _ l)'.~nd11 fruits are ripen also at the
·&'same · time like Mahul; Huge

· quantity of these are collected,
eaten and stored after being dried

- in sun to · be used _ in times of
scarcity-. The· dried · Kendu fruits
art:; made to soak iii · water and -

· eaten. : There are several other
seasonal fruits which are collected
and, eaten but not stored. They

''.L.,-~l!c,!'!.e✓;t-'-- 'Nendu' _ ( J amu), 'Edka'.
· .(~ij~~fu),_.and .marka (mango), etc.
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tubers is· apt to reveal facts that
may be conducive for the better
ment of health - and hygiene?" of
these people.

if· 
~ ~T ~ .... 
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__Collection of roots : arid tubers
from the forests .is also important
for the Koyas as they depend on
these when their stock of paddy
gets _e§hausted~ These are not
stored 1:>ut consumed, immediately
after they are - collected. AU the
types are not available in any one

• season but · in different seasons.
·couJction of roots begins from the _
correspsnding Oriya months of
Jyestha and Asadha .. Kaimul
Mati; Kirsimati and K_eskamati

.. ar!!, ,~vaHable during these months.
'Mati' Is .tl!e Koya word for any
type of - edible· . root. From the
month of 'Kaui', i.e.,: the Oriya
Bhadrab , and As~in - _ months,
Gondemati is available. This -
particular root or __ tuber. is kept
under flowing water for twenty-

• fpuf hoprs after which-it . is was
hed and - eaten. If it is not eaten
in thii

0

\~~y-jt cause_s swelling · of
joints and pain all over the body
There are als_o olamaii __ and Lodi 
dorapmati which are __ collected · by
the Koyas. _ :,A _ systematic __ . study
and analysis of - these · roots and

_ Various types _ of greens are · also
collected bi the women folk from
the edges of the standing water
and forests. These are eaten with
gruel- and are called "Kusir".
Seasonal greens are collected.
Most important among these · are
'bende kusir' (which is collected
regularly when available and -
constitute a common item of the
Koya -dietary during most parts ;of 
the year. Among · others are
'narde kusir', emel kusir, Toto
kusir, owal kusir, etol kusir, etc:
The Koyas also collect 'alang' i.e
the eggs of the red ants to prepare
curry with it. 

I 
I 

Markets and the System of 
Exchange of the Koyas : 

' There are very few. markets in -
whole of the Koya country and -
they number four to _ five only.
They are the .rnarkets at Malkan
gm, Sikapalli, Mallavaram and
Bejangwada. Besides, there are •
certain other markets which · do
not sit for· the whole year. As

-communication to the Koya area
is still poor, merchants in large

- numbers cannot visit these mar
kets. The market at Malka'.ngiri -
is the biggest among those men
tioned- This is because of the
advantage in · commu~ication to
theplace as it happens· to be the
headquarters of Malkangir - Sub 
division. The · other markets are

. situated 'lll the north of th~- Koya
area _ whereas _ Bejangwada and 
Mallayaram are the · southern most 
markets of that area. In the· old 
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days, few Koyas attended .the mar
kets because of the distance they ·
had to travel to the market. The
distance between these markets
exceeds .twenty miles except in
case of Malkangiri and Sikapalli
which lie at a distance of 10 miles
from each other. Apart from
the spatial

I 

dimension another fac
tor has also to be taken into consi
deration. The Koyas have a~ limi
ted number of needs or wants
which they could satisfy without
going to a market in a far-off
place.

All these markets take place
only once a week. In these days
the Koyas are found attending the
markets in an increasing number.
People from villages at a dis
tance of ten miles from a market
also come to the markets regu
larly. Markets in the season after
harvest -are more crowded than in
other season. New markets are
emerging because of the growing
interest of the Koyas to attend
them in these days.

The Koya have a very limited
number of needs. But these
.needs are of much importance to
them. The most important among
them is cloth for both men and
women. ThP. men who carry on
this business come from Bastar in
Madhya Pradesh and sometimes
are. the local Telegu people.
Mainly the business men are
people from Bastar, Muslims,
Telegus and occasionally Oriyas
with whom the Koya . carry on
transactions. The size of the
markets is very small in compari
son with the markets· seen in other

, parts of Orissa. Some two· hun
dred people approximately tran
sact business in a market. Both

men and women come to the
market. The Koya women come 
for shopping as well as selling 
but the menfolk mainly come to 
purchase, not to sell.

The immediate needs of the Koyas
are salt, cloth, oil, onion, dry fish,
gud and turmeric. Among these,
salt and cloth are given top prio ·
rity. Salt is purchased on a sys
tem of barter. Some times itine
rant vendors come to sell salt in
the Koya villages. The Koya ex
change 'mandi' millet and especi
ally mustards for salt. On man 
unit of measure made of brass or 
iron) of mustards is exchanged
for 3 mans of salt. It varies
from 3 to 5 mans of salt. In case ~
of millet or rice one 'man' of rice 
or. millet is exchanged for two or
three 'maan's of Salt. Commodi
ties like cloth, oil, dry fish and
gud are exchanged for money.
The price of cloth varies from
Rs. 4 to Rs. 10 according to the
demand by the Koya. At the
time of harvest, the prices of cloth-" 
dse because the Koya need cloth 
for wearing on ceremonial." occa 
sions which begin after harvest.

The Koya women are . seen
mostly interested in purchasing
different varieties of glass and
metal bangles and necklaces of
varieties of beads. These are sold
by outsiders like Telegu women
and Boipari women who come
from Andhra and Bastar in 
Madhya Pradesh. Apart from
different types of ornaments, the "
Koya women also_purchase combs,
mirrors; sweetmeats, soap which 
may be taken as articles of luxury 
for them. Lot of fancy articles 
are sold for which the Koya show.
little interest. But there is a

.•. 
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• growing interest among the youn
ger generation who take fancy in
purchasing the luxurious things
mentioned above.

Mention may be made of what
the Koya bring to sell in the mar-

•ket. Mainly they are 'mirchi'
(Chillies) brinjals, Mahul, millet.
Kolath, Rice, Tomato, Mung, Biri,
and especially dried tobacco lea
ves. The vegetables are seasonal
which the Koya grow in their
gardens. All these are sold
by Koya women. Vegetables and
tobacco leaves are sold in parti
cular amounts for one anna or .
two annas. Rice, mahul, pulses

• and millet are sold in · measure"
of man which are standardlised
and are some times not.

.•.. 

.. 

The Koyas do bargain at the
time' of purchase- But that does
not benefit the Koya much as
their· counterparts are more intelli
gent and cunning. There were

•.instances which were observed by
the author where the Koya
women" fall an easy prey to . their
counterparts who take advantage
of the simplicity and their igno -
ranee of the measures and values
of commodities'. If a Koya woman _
knows that the price of mahul is
five mans a rupee she will not
hesitate to dispose of her goods at
the previous rate which goes to the
advantage of their counterparts.
Likewise they are cheated in

• ways 1J;r the bus:iness men because
man of Koya ignorance of measures
in terms of money. This fact was
corroborrated by the statements
given by the business men themse ·
Ives in the markets of Sikapalb
and Mallavaram.

The Koyas go to markets more
in number after harvest is over.
They bring for sale commodities
like rice, mahul maize, millet and
pulses. The business men Iike
muslims and Telegus · collect these
at a cheaper rate from the Koya
either in exchange of money or
salt or cloth. T,hese are again
sold to the Koya at the period of
scarcity when the Koyas again
purchase these at a higher rate.
This is one of the regular features
of Koya/transactions with out
siders. This indicates the lack of
foresight regarding business transa
ction. They meet their needs
immediately after harvest by sell
ing whatever they produce at a ,.
cheaper rate.

Inspite of these short comings
the Koya . have by now been
stimulated to produce commodi
ties for sale dn the markets.
Emphasis is now being laid more
on the garden produce which finds
a ready market for the local people
other than the Koya. Towards
south of the · Koya country where
civilised Telegus and men from
Madhya Pradesh have made u
profound influence upon the Koyas,
the money transactions are taking
first place over the barter system.
There is a class of 1people called
'Boiparis' who have migrated to
the Koya country from the adjoin
ing Bastar State and have now
become established in the Koy«
villages. The investigator found
such people established in many
villages. They also carry on busi
ness with the· Koyas by providing
them with the ceremonial dresses of
the Koya magicians and headdres
ses. These decorstive dresses are 
purchased by the· Koyas at a
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· very high rate · sometimes costing
more than thirty. rupees.

: Markets are the place where the
Koyas come in contact with the

· outsiders. The relationship is
always commercial except witli~ . . . 

the 'Boiparis' who also take part
in their · social -activities. The
Koya are always dominated be
cause of their docile nature: The
market is also a place where
the Koyas meet their relations

• Irving in distant villages,

Division of Labour and Craft 
Specialisation· 

Division, of labour on the basis
, of age varies among the Keya:

Small children up to age . six or
seven are riot assigned any .work.
But as they grow older they fake
up the roles of adult men · and
women. When the boys are of 
the age twelve 'or more they dO
work like · adult members. The
girls of this age also· do the house
hold work 'liike adult., women. But
hard work. like ploiiimngf~toring .
of water in the field and going to
jungle for hunting games are . rid( 
done by the boys. As soon as
they reach . the adolescent period
they work like adult members of.
their family. -. ·

Division of labour on the basis
of sex is given below.

.,

Men 

l)aily Duties-
(a) X \Nil) 

(b): X 

(c) X 

(d) X

(e) X

· (f) X 

Women : :~, 

(a) • Bring water from the nearby
spring.

(b) Bring firewood . from nearby
. jungle.·

(c) Sweep house and clean the sotro~•"
undings of house.

(d) Cook food·

(e) · Make bed

(f) Search tor edible leave and
grasses..

--

Work in. Gardens and Fields

(a) Tree feeling

(b) Fencing of garden

(c) Ploughing

(d). Sowing ,

. (e)

. (f) 

Reaping

Threshing paddy at 'kalams'
I _- - ·, -_. ,- • 

(a) X: 
(b) X: 

(c) Ploughing .

(d) Sowing seeds

(e) Reaping

(f) Threshing paddy at ho)Jle
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X

(i) X

ca) x 
·(b) }(

(e) Searchfer cra.:bs,,_fishe$ from:tlie·1

water inside cornfield g;

• 

(a) Attention ·to fowls, pigs·
goats.

(b) X
"(cl. re,at}ieiing .• 'cattle. after

· from. Jungle.
(d) Carr/~~~dungs to the g~rden

·:,_:,,;,-?? .. (c ' ,,- ·. / i i ,< · ... • ···· ,. i

,"hf1\i~~fHt>'i1seloriigirt!f,;~~den ::'(~) - x 
. poles ·iand -~bamboog,•• erecting ·
,-housethatching;, ·

mud for 'plastering · (b} .TreadiJHL . mfip· hou~e; · · ·

,(a) X
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Musical instruments and Weapons-

Prepare all kinds of musical (a) X 
instruments which they use, and
bows and arrows.

Women

'v:

Personal Adornment.._

(a) Feather and cloth dressing
on bison horns.

Miscellaneous-

(a) Going to market

(b) Going to atend marriage

(c) Milking, the cows

(d) X

(a) X Varieties of hair dressing

(a) Going to market

(b) X

(c) X

(d) Preparing milk products like
churning milk, etc.

From . the above table it is
noticeable that the Koya women
are more laborious and even share
with their menfolk in difficult
agricultural· works except such
hard work as tree felling and
storing of water. What is more

.important is the fact that the
women folk do not share those
works where some technical
knowlege is required. Basketry,
fencing of gardens and prepara
tion of musical instruments and
weapones bear testimony to this
fact.

There is an occupational group
among the Koya. · There is
a particular group called Kamar
Koya who specialise in making
iron implements like axes,
knives and arrow heads. They
cannot intermarry with the other
Koya people though they live in

the same villages. Though. they
do not live in· a separate hamlet
the superior Koya do not eat
food in the house of a Kamar
Koya, They are thought to b~..,
inferior in social status. For
making iron implements they get
remuneration from the villagers in
kind like paddy and· millet.
Earthen· pots are provided by the
Kumhhars who dnhabit the region.
They bring pots to the . marke;ts
for sale. These people are not
Koya. Pots are exchanged in
barter system and sometimes on
payment of money.

Another occupational gnoup of'
the Koya Tribe consists of . the
people called 'Musri'- The Musris
are considered even· lower in social
status than the Kamar Koyas. The

. Karnnr Koyas do not accept wate~•

~-·-
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• 
from a Musri. Though they have
the same clan and other cultural
traits of the Koya tribe they
cannot intermarry with the other
groups of the Roya. They are an
endogamous occupational division
like the Kamar Koyas. They are
not found in all the villages like
Kamaras and remain scattered all
over the Koya region. They are
also very few in number. Their
occupation is to make ornaments
of brass and alluminium which
the Koya women use. They are
also paid in kind by their custo
mers.

Koya · Indebtedness 

During enquiry about family
holdings of land and other
property, it was found that the
standard of laving of the Koya
varies from family to family in
each village. Some families in
a village are wealtheir than others
and there are people who are also
poverty sticken. The latter lack

-sufflcient land for cultivation and
cows and bullocks as productive
capital. ~ Those who live at the
subsistence level and those who
are below subsistence level arc
forced to incur debts.

The Koya ordinarily does not
like to speak out as to how
much loan he has incurred from
anybody. They are always suspi
cious about outsiders and hesitate
to reveal anything concerning their
property and wealth. After much

"difficulty the author was able to
collecf data about the nature and
amount of debts that the Kovas

"'• · • .have incurred.. Villages like Sika
pally, Kursuwada, Ponaru Mari
wada, Khuntagada, Chetiguda and

Markheligada were visited and in
formation was collected with the
help of the village level worker.

The Koyas incur debts most often
from among themselves and rarely
from the Donrs who call themselves
Walrnikis. The Doms reside in
the same villages as Koyas spora
dically and occupy separate ham
lets o( their own. Their chief
business is to advance loans to the
Koyas when they are in need and
collect the loan with heavy interest.
Ten Mans of paddy is returned
with an additional five mans of 
paddy after a year. One villager of
Sikapally named Madkam Dewa
informed me that his father incurr
ed a loan of one puti of paddy
equivalent to 1 md approximately
from the Dom of the village Kursu
wada named Dwari Kanaya. He
could not tell the year of taking the
loan. After the death of his father
ten years ago he is still repaying the
loan. He has paid back one cow.
one calf and twenty eight rupees
and has yet to I pay for three
'Gadisa' of paddy equivalent to 90
maunds of paddy which is due on
him.

Credit transaction are also made
between blood and affinal relations.

: But these are repaid without any
interest. If there does not exist
any type of relationship the debtor
has to pay interest at the rate of
half of the amount taken per
annum.

From the instances gathered, it
was revealed that the Koyas incur
debt mainly for maintaing . liveli
hood, to meet the expenditure on 
marriage ceremonies and funerary
feasts. Most of the instances re
ferred to the need for maintaining 
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livelihood' At the time of scarcity
the Koyas go to the rich persons in
their village or some other village
to get loan either in cash or kind
which is paid back soon after har
vest is over. The Koyas have the
practice of paying to the bride's
father a pair of cattle consisting of
one male calf and one female calf
at the time of marriage besides he
has to spend a lot of mone~ and
paddy including other domestic

. animals to provide for the marriage
feast. He has to feed the bride's
men who accompany her to the
groom's village. For all these a
man has to be ready with a sub
stantial sum, falling which he can-
·£.uutil }OU .

Likewise, when a person's father
or any of his family members dies
he has to invite all types of his
relations to see, the dead body. He
has. to provide· feasts for the
villagers and Kinsmen at the time
of e_recting a menhir. There are
other social as well as economic
obligations he has to fulfil for
which he needs the means· and if he
lacks them, incurs debt.

Goti System among the · Koy as 

The system of employing 'Goti'
(bond slave) is prevalent among the'
Koyas, · The wealthier Koyas often
employ them with a view to get
help by way of manual labour. In

- village Sikapalli and others there
are employed a number of servants
of this nature. There are certain
factors which lead the . Koyas to
serve as a · Goti. The primary
reason is to save oneself from

• proverty "and the other is to get a
bride. A man living barely on
subsistence level can not afford to

• 
get a bride by paying the. customary
amount of bride price and if he is "
to incur loah he has· no means to
repay the amount. In this. case he
serves a rich man"not in his own ·
village but outside it. The author
has not found any instance of . a
man servirig as a 'Goti' in his own
village. Out of several case his
tories, some may be given here to
show how circumstances some
times force the Koyas te serve as 
'Goti' -under somebody. One
Madkarn Sukra (221 happens to be
the Go.ti of the priest of the village
Sikapalli and his younger brother
Madkam Jaga (12) is also employed
as Goti in the house of the elder
brother of the same priest named
Madkam Bimma (30). the two
brothers went to Assam with their
parents leaving their property with 
their matenal uncle to look · after.
When their. father died at Assam
their mother went away with
another person marrying him. The
two brothers . returned to their
village in Bastar and found
the property misappropriated com
pletely by their maternal uncld'
They could not be helped by their
villagers and came in search of
employment. On the way they

. begged and. in the village Tondpalli
a Koya employed them to clear a
patch of jungle for him and as,a
remuneration paid them two mans . 
of paddy. They came to village
Sikapalli next and an Oriya man
from Malkangiri was asking them
to go and work for him as his
servants. The priest of the village,
Madkam Bimma told them to sta:r
with him and sent the younger
brother to serve . in his elder

· brother's house as goti. --They
preferred to stay in the house of
Koya and not in the house of ·Oriya

..•.. 
"I 
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• because they were assured that

their wages would be paid in a
· lump sum at the time of their
marriage.

calls either 'mama' ~>r any term for
afflnal relations that may. fit .the
case.

.. 

Madkam Sukru informed me
that ~he~ a Goti is employed he is
assured .by his employer to get him
inarried to. a Roya girl nearing all

· the expenses adjustable towards
the remuneration of their service.
When the employer .gets a girl for
his goti he is obliged to serve for
another five years after which he
is free to move to any place or
put up separately building a house
for him in the same village. If the
g'oti'~ants

1

to go away before the
stipulated period he .has to · pay

"some amount of ·paddy and other
things like a cow or a pig in lieu of 
compensatio~ to his employer.

The Koyas also employ goti who
ultimafely become the 'La-am' or
the· (ghar-jwain). If a man has a 
daughter or sister he keeps a goti
who is a poor man and not able to
MY the bride-price. He· is assured

. to get the girl if he serves -the girl's
father or•brother for five years.
This .may be taken as a form of
marriage by service.

The relation between the
employer and the employed is like
the relation· between two family

•members--: They are never treated
;differenUy. They work together
and eat together. They have access
to ·• all places in the house. . The

· s~rvants l!lso _ adopt certain terms
()/ address to their employers on
the basis-of'.the clan t~ which he
belongs; If he. -belongs to the same

• clan he calls his employer as uncle.
or brother as the case may be or if·
he belongs to any other clan he

Habits of Food and Drink 

The food of Roya constitutes a 
wide variety: A brief description
is given below :- •

· 1. Paddy-Paddy is husked and
therice" from it is boiled and gruel
is made. The Koyas mostly eat
'Jawa' or gruel instead of rice as
eaten by others.

2. Pulses-Pulses like, Biri,
Peshli, Mung are also· mixed with
rice and gruel is made.

3. Suan and maize and Mandia
. (Gora") are boiled and gruel is
'made.

4. The vegetables like pumpkin,
groud, Kerala, eggfruit are eaten as
curry with Jawa (gruel) or Chakur
(Parched rice). Chakur or parched
rice is delicacy for the Koyas.
During the harvest season or just 

- after harvest when the Koyas
have plenty of paddy at their
disposal they take 'Clwkur' or
perched rice two times daily. At 
all other time parched rice is only
eaten once in the eveing and
gruel of rice in the day time.

5. '[du' or 'ikk' (manul) is fried
with little oil extracted from the
dried seeds of the fruit of Mahul
called idu Kaya. This provides a
substantial food to the Roya
during scarcity seasons which
method which is called 'Suram' or
'Sudul wanzi' or small paddy.

6. Tumid (Kendu fruit). These
are collected in large quantities
when they ripe and are· stored
after being dried in .sun to be used

· during· scarcity period.
·,.;._ . --
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7. The women folk collect a
large variety or' wild greens (Sag)
which they call 'Kusir' from the

. fields, jungles and the edges of the
water which provide a curry t9 be
eaten with Jawa or chakar. 

8. Collection of roots from the
jungle is another" important source
of food for the Koyas. A . large
variety of them are collected and
boiled and eaten. The Koyas can
live for a considerable period on the
various roots collected from the
jungle.

9. They eat the young green
shoots of bamboo.

10. Fishes or 'Kike' are eaten by
preparing curry in it. Various
kinds of fish are dried and stored

1'i 
I 
I•
I

1.,

Traditionally it has ritual as well V

as social uses. No marriage or reli
gious ceremony can be performed
without liquor.

The most commonly used alco..
holic beverage, is the 'Landa' or
rice beer. This is prepared from
the f'ermented rice and is drunk
by all men; women and children.
In marriage ceremonies; ianda is
the principal item which is served
to the guests.

'Ldn. Kolu' or the liquor distilled
from Mahul flower has a restricted
use and all the Koyas can not
afford to drink it, very often. The
Koyas also brew another kind of
liquor from the Mahul by a special
method which is crulled 'Surarn' or.
'Uram'. Suram is most commonly
used by all the Koyas because, of
the abundance of Mahul trees in
these areas.

Sago-palm juice is also drunk by
the Koyas but the trees are rare
which are individually possessed.
The toddy-palm Juice is also drunk
by the Koyas. To the ·souili .¢ 
Malkangiri taluk these trees are
found in abundance and the Koyas
can live for days together on this
without taking food.·

A new comer to the Koya area
sholud be fully aware of the types
food eaten by them. Detailed
information with regard to the
quality and quantity of each item
of food may reveal the underlying ·
causes of the typical type of
diseases to which the Koyas are
mostly susciptible. The wide
variety of wild roots may be exa ·
mined ,.ijy experts. The Koyas say
that there are roots which cause

/ swelling·· of joints and 1Pain, ifeaten
improperly.

for future use.
11. Crabs, snails, tortoise

collected during rainy and
seasons and are eaten after
roasted in fire.

12. 'Alang' or the large size red
ant-rest full of eggs are relished
by the Koyas. These eggs are
grinded and paste is prepared and
curry is made of it.

13. All types 'of wild animals and
birds except tigers and bears are
eaten without hesitation. Pigs
goats and fowls are domesticated
in large number to provide' meat.

14. The Squirrels, wild rats
and hares are also relished and
so are often hunted. A group of
hunters will not hesitate to run
for hours after a squirrel and ulti
mately shoot it down which is
roasted and eaten by all.

The Koyas are voraciously addi ·
cted to different types of liquors.
Liquor is not used as a luxury but
a necessity without which, the
Koyas say, they cannot survive.
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CHAPTER III 

UNITS OF SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

Family 

..:c.

. 

The family may be taken as the
smallest unit of social grouping of
the Koya. society. A family is
called 'lotam' in Koya language.
It includes the parents and their
children and in a way follows the
Hindu joint family system by

•including the brothers with their 
wives and their respective children.
In fact, a family consists of the 
parents, their adult sons, with their,
wives and children and unmarried
sonsand daughters. Sometimes the
family also includes the "Glaam" or
the ghar juain. who sfays in his
father-in-law's house with his wife.
This is the forin of marriage by
~-ervice. As soon as the sons become
adult and married they build up
their own houses round: the parent
house to live separately with their
wives but the cooking for the whole
family is made in one place. If any
of the adult son wants to be
seperated he asks his father to give
him some land to live separated
from the rest of the family. This

. process -_ is gradually becoming
common among the Koyas ..
Example may be given of Madkam

"Masa, peda of the village Sikapalli,
who is· staying with his two sons
and the other two being completely

• separated from them and are
putting up in their separate esta
blishment. There are many other

instances which can be cited to 
show that the joint family system
is gradually diminishing the causes
of which should be studied
elaborately.

Though monogamy is the rule,
many Koya families are found
based on the system of polygynous .
marriage. As the expenses of
getting a bride is high the majority
of the Koyas cannot afford to
marry more than one wife. A
wealthy Koya can afford to marry
three to four wives. The head man
of village Sikapalli has married
three wives of whom one is. dead
and the other two are living.
Madkam Bojja (36) son of head
man, has two wives. Madkam ..
Dewa (38) who is also wealthy, has
married two wives one of whom
died years back but the other is
living. On enquiry it was found
that polygynous .marrtage in the

. Koya society was possible for those
who were economically better off
than others. Usually two considera
tions are made by those who marry
more than one wife. One· is that
they .get s_ufficient economical help
from the wives as womenfolk in
the Koya society have their share .
in the pattern of economic activities
of the Koya . people. Secondly_
plural marriages are necessary to 
meet the sexual needs as in many
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eases the wives are older in age
than the husbands, and become old
when the husband is still on
possession of youth and vigour.
Besides, a Koya feels himself a
man of position and status by
marrying more than one wife.

' 

A man sleeps,with all his wives
in one room and sex relation with
any one is not envied by others.
All the unmarried girls above age
ten go to sleep either with their
grand parents or any other old
woman of the village living alone.
The boys above age ten also sleep
in different places in groups or in
a single group if accommodation is
available.

As an economic unit the family
functions for the maintaining of the
livelihood of its members. All the
members of a family co-operate
in all types of economic activities,
but due to the division of labour
ori the basis of sex, certain types
of work are done exclusively by
one sex and certain other by the
other which has already been des
cribed in the previous chapter.
The functions of preserving cultural
traditions are perpetuated from
one generation to the other in 
co-operation with other people of
the society. ·

I 
I 

I j 

whom descent is traced hence a 
Koya family is patrilineal.

Regarding the female members 
of a family it can be said that 
wives assume a subordinate posi
tion to their husbands and the co-

. wives of a person remain peace
fully with mutual adjustment with
each other. But quarrels among
them is not infrequent. The
mothers train their daughters to
work where as the father trains
up his sons for work. When the
father becomes old the eldest son
assumes importance and virtually
becomes the head of the family.
Reports have been received that
the sons beat their fathers when 
they become old in case the
father ignores the authority of his
adult son but such cases are rare.
Generally· they are treated with
affection and devotion.

-
The father is the central core of

the family and all authority is
vested in him. He directs other
members to work and also works
with them._ He owns all their pro
perty of the family except a few
owned by the female members.

" He is succeded by his eldest son,
to assume the leadership of the
family. He is the man through

Units of mn group 

The Koyas distinguish between
two types of kin groups which thty
call as 'Kutumam' or the consan
guineal kin and the "wi~alwand"
or the affinal kin. There are five
named phratries (Katta) in the
northern Koya society. They are
( 1), Kowasi, (2) Odi or sodi, (3),
Madkam, ( 4) Madi, ( 5) Padiam

The number of phratries are same
among both the southern and nor
thern Kayas. A Kawasi - can take a 
wife from any of the four remaining
phratries other than his own. Simi
larly, any person belonging to lt
particular phratry can choose a
wife from the rest of the group.
A person can not marry a· girl of ,
the same phratry to which he .be
longs because all persons in that

• 

£·

I..,_.-._,
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v group· are· believed to· have blood
relationship with the person even
though· the person is not known to
them and live · widely . apart from
each other. ks- such when a man
goes in, searck of a bride he is asked

Edukatta Phratry

Aidukata Phratry 

Mulkatta Phratry

Pa:ren:gotta Phratry

_ Perumboi Phratry -

as to which. phratry or Ka:tta~ hebe 
longs to. This is because a phratry
consists of a number of clans 
" ( Bansa)" with different names,
some of which are detailed.
below:- -1 

Kawasi, Duber, Bmafa, Wanzamir Kotsta', 
Witer. · ·.

Sodi, Wika, Galir,"Gontpontarewar, Gangetl'awa-r,
Dagulwar Pittalwar.

Madkam, Durwa, Madiam, Tai, Matum,
Dharmu. Pondur, Jondor, Joder, Undmir,
Kalmu, Turramir,

Jelir, Oyemir, Madir, Darer, Pujsemfr, Punyem
Bogar.

0 nrar, Alwa, Bandam, Kurram, Padiam, Wetir
Kanjaru, Kunja, Kokral, Kattam, Oadi, Rova
Kotam.

-The above information was
e!i1llected- :l'rqm village Mallavaram
and MQUU which is the region of
s!}uthern ·Koyas.

" Although the Koyas of Northern
region give different names to
their J?hrat11ies the number of

phratries . are same in both- the
regions and they also correspond to
each other-

The respective clans of aaeh
pharatry aisb similar although· th'ey
vary in number. The followin,g
table will indicate the same.

Name of the Phr:atr.y Corresponding name of
the southern region Clans names

l. Madkam Mulkatta Kalmu Nutrod ])a:clit<
Gui;alo; Gond~e,. Tatli,
Badse, Bogam, Ponder,
Gaita, Telsari.

2.,Madi Parengatta

.•.. " 3". Sodi. Aidukatta.. 
4. Padiam .. Perumboi

it.,; 
"

5. Kawasi Edukatta

Punyem, En1lt:r,
Pusami,

Odi, Wickalore

Oyami,• 

Kunjam, Karta, Weti,. Raw,aJ 
K · rrhami, Kartni~, K.om11a 

Korsta, M:uskir, Pi.Ldami
· Wanzami, Dir.
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From the above names of the
phratrries given by the Koyas of
both regions one thing becomes
evident that the there are five main

_ exogamous groups. Each group
believes to have -descended from a
common ancestor and are identi
fied with, their respective totems.
The totems for each group are:-
Tortoise (Emul) for Madkam, goat
(Meka) for Madi and .Buffalo ·
(podh, 'Bare') for sodi padiarm
and Kowasi. Each of the groups
do not eat their respective totems .. ·

The Koyas are not always able
to name the different clans under
each .phratry. Besides there are
many clan names which are of
local origin and not found in other
regions. This is evident from the
informations received from Koyas
of both the regions.

. Tliere are 'Weshads' or mytho
logical stories prevalent among the
Koyas as to the Origin of their
different phratries or groups. The
name of the story; is 'Dada Burka
kawas', The story goes like this--
There was a great flood
in which all beings died
except a brother and sister
The name of the brother was
Kawas. Both of them created
a gourd (Burka) which floated
over the enormous mass of water.
At last they landed on an island
and cultivated by the help of a Kasal

· a tool to dig earth, and produced
Gora (Ragi) and other food grains
and ate them. Since there was
nobody else they married each
other · and seven sons and two
daughters were born. The two
daughters married the two eldest
sons. Gradually the Koyas were
\Jorn of these early unions.

The story is related differenuy
in different places but one thing
remains always that the brother
and sister married and gave birth.
to children who became the ancs
stors of their successive geneu ·
tions. These children became the
founder of each phratrY,,

As the range of consanguinal aad
atinal Kin is broad owing to the
system of phratry grouping the
people of which are scattered
widely over the country, for all
practical purpose the Koyas distin
guish beteween the real and classi
ficatory relations called ''J egtadi"
or distant ones "The Boketadi <L
nearer. Consanguinal kin group
comprises of a person's relation: -
on the father's side beginning from
grandfather to Ego's own grand
children. It also includes the broth
ers and their children. It does not
include the sisters of his father.
This consanguinal kin group of a
person have certain duties to per
form in the social field. When a
man is going to marry they bring v

pots of 'landa' or rice heer as 
gi~t. In death ceremony all
of them wdll bring a piece of cloth
for the dead persons to be' wrapped
over the corpse- They are expec
ted to come and attend all these.

The afflnal kins are people who
are connected with a person through
a marriage. Hence all pe:,sons on
the mother's side related to a man
in the way of being the affinal kins.
The father's sister is also grouped in
the affinal kin group as a person is v

e1igible to marry the daughter of his
father's sister.

. .. 

..,. 

The Koyas say that the affl.nal 
kins the 'Wiwalwand' are more
important in their society because
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of their close contact with them. In
all the villages people belonging to
different phratnies are found. This
is because the people of the founder
phratry always bring people of
other phratrtss to find bride from
among them or else they may find
difficulty if the village is - inhabited
by people of a single phratry.

English

Father

Father's father

Father's elder brother

Father's younger brother

The kinship terms used for
designating various types of kin in
the Roya society is interesting lo
note because there are terms which
indicate the type of behaviours
that is to be shown to a particular
man, called by a perticular term.
Some of the terms are detailed
below:-

Father's father's brother

Father's sister

Father's sister's daughter
{Elder to ego)

Elder brother _

Younger brother

.Mother's father

Mother's Elder brother
" 

Mother' younger brother

Mother's elder sister

Mother's younger sister

Mother's brother's son
(Elder to Ego).

Mother's brother's son Younger
toEgo..

Father's sister's son elder to· Ego
- e 

Father's Sister's son younger to
Ego. .

· Elder sister

Yeuager sister ·

Koya

Yamal'

Dadu

Pepi -

Koka

Dadu

Poye

· Yange

Dada

(No term of address) term of referenc
- Tamusk,

Tata or Akko

Mama

Mama

Pedi or Barhiayaye

Kusi or Sudiyayo

Bato

. __ ; Bai

No term of address tern - of reference-' Elad,

·I 
-1 

I 
I

Er-Und

Bato

Er-und

l 
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Mother
Fither's mother
Father's elder brother's wife
Father's younger brother's wife
Father';; father's Brother's wife

Father's sister's husband
Father's sister's daughter's husband

(elder to ego). •.
Father's sister's daughter's husband

(younger to ego).

Elder brother's wife 
Younger brother's wife

/

Mother's mother
Mother's elder brother's wife
Mother's elder sister's husband
Mother's younger sister's husband ..

Mother's brother's son's wife elder
to ego.

Mother's brother's son's wif~
younger to ego.

Father's sister's son's wife · elder to
Ego.

Father's sister's son's wife younger
to ego.

Elder Si ster's husband
Younger sister's husband

Husband
Wife's younger sister

Wife's elder sister
Wife's yeunge:r brother

Wife's elder brother

Wife's father

Wife
-Wife's younger sister's husband

Wife's elder sister's husband
"Wife's younger brother's wife
'Wife's,elder brother's wife
Wife's mother

Yayo
-

8api or Yappa
Barhia Yayo or Pe1i,
Sudiy.aya or Kusi

Bapi
Mama
Dada

(Not term) Peka

Yange
Kodiar
Bhayo or Kakko
Poye
Pepi
Kakaor Babo
Bai

•
,,... ·, 

I 

,. ' 

\
No term for address Pe1<ir

Bai

Na term of address Pikir

Bato
Brund 
(term of reference) Miutpal

Brupiki

Podad
Brund
Bate
Mama
(Term of reference): Mute:, 
Peka (term of r.eference)
Chadu
Piki ( term of reference )
Bdai
Yoye

• . ' 

" - 

•• 
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The above-mentioned kinshipThe Noya System -of Marriage 
terms reveal facts .as to how vari-
ous types of kins are grouped to
gather and called by single classi
ficatory terms. For example the
term 'mama' is used for three types
of kins such as Mother's brother,
father's sister's husband and wife's
father. As a result of the system
of cross cousion marriage where · a
person can marry a mother's
brother's daughter and father's
sister's daughter he is to show the
same typeof behaviour to these
people as he should have shown ti
case .of father-in-law.. The term
'poye' also indicate the thing. The
term is also used for mother's
brother's wife and father's sister

c and mother-in-law, hence all these
kins expect same type of behaviour
from a person. Wife's elder
brother, father's sister's son ( elder
to ego) and mother's brother's son
( elder :to ego) constitute a single
group and all of their wives also
constitute a single group by being
given single classificatory terms for

"ceach group. There were others also
in a similar way. Another fact is
also revealed that parallel cousins
form a single group and can not
have marriage relations among
themselves. Emphasis is laid on
the patrlineal descent as all the
male members on father's side have
a kinship term for each which is
absent in the case of all the male
members on mother's side. This is
evident also from the behaviours
shown to a person's tertiary degree

- "_relatioil5 on both father's and
mother's side. The son's childreri
do not stand in· joking relationship
with their grand-father whereas
daughter's children do stand in
joking relationship.

'Koya marriage or Pendul is one
of the important social functions·
without which a man has no place
in the society. For Koyas, marriage
is a necessity because they have to
perpetuate their generations and
satisfy the sexual urge. Moreover,
the wife is an indispensable partner
in all"spheres of their life and from
a study: of the division of labour on

' the basis of sex it becomes evident
that a Koya cannot do without a
wife in the ordinary day to day
life. The Koyas attach little or no
importance to the physical beauty
of a girl for marrying. The 'criteri
on for a coveted wife is her being
healthy and capable of undertaking
arduous labour in economical as
well as social activities. The
criterion for a good husband lies in
the fact of his being able to support
the family and having a large
number of cows and bullocks
physically tall and healthy.

Freedom in the selection of a
spouse is very much limited and it
is only the parents who take'-i.nitia
tive for marriage negotiations.
Where freedom is excercised by
any girl or boy the form of
marriage bears a different name.
Free choice is tolerated but after a
much complicated method concer
ning tpe payment of compensation
which will be discussed later. The
commonly practised form of
marriage is known simply as
'Petulul', The system of marriage
in which a boy carries off a girl
with the help of his friends while
she is in forest or field is known as
"Karst: petulul" or the marriage
where compensation has to be paid
to the b'ride's father. The other
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form where a girl having previous
connection with a boy, comes to
the boy's house to stay, is called
"Lon-udi-uiata" marriage. In this
case the bride-price which is to be
paid to the bride's father is much
less than that of other forms of
marriage, because she enters the
groom's house according to her _own
will and without ·the consent of her
parents. In the case where ~a boy
carries off a -girl he has to obtain
directly or indirectly the consent of
the girl. Then he tells his father
of his motive and if his father
gives consent, he brings down the
girl to his house with the help of
his friends. The bride's father
demands compensation amounting
to rupees three hundred, one she
calf for the girl's maternal uncle,
'chhada' or cloth for the mother of
the girl. Out of rupees three
hundred, rupees eighty are given by
the bride's father to his own
villagers because they help him· in
realizing the compensation from the
other party. The villagers make a
feast in it.

lL
The age for marriage is fixed

at the maturity of both the sexes.
The ,.!~oyas think, a boy attains
maturity when hair grows in his
armpit and moustaches come up.
Usually these things happen when
a boy is· twelve to thirteen years
of age. Hence the marriageable age
for boys starts from the age of
thirteen. For girls marriageable
age beings when she has attained
puberty ( etarta) irrespective of age.
Hence the age of wives are found
to be more than their husband.
¥any instances· can be cited to
show that the husbands are younger
in age than wives. This is one of
the important .reasons as to why the

Koyas practise polygamy, Wives ., 
loose the urge for sex when their
husbands are still youthful. But
this is not always the case. The
problem arises when a nubile
girl marries a bridegroom who has
not actuaily attained maturity but
is thought to have done so. This
is because of the early develop
ment of sexual hairs. In this case
the wife has to wait till her hus
band becomes fully grown up to
perform sexual intercourse with her.
She sleeps with her husband and is
expected to remain chaste but 1n
actuality it does not happen so. '
Rare instances are found of an
adiolescent boy marrying an
infant bride in which case the boy
has to wait till she is matured to L

'come and stay with him.

The period of betrothal extends
from one to two years and it is the
parents of the boy who go in
search of a bride. The father of
thegroom, go with his kinsmen and
villagers, goes with a pot of mahul
liquor to meet the bride's father and ,
settle the marriage. If the bride's
father a'grees to the proposal he
drinks the liquor with them or if he
does not agree refuses to drink the
liquor. The villagers and kinsmen
of both the parties select the day
for marriage which takes place
always after the harvest is over

Sexual intercourse is prohibited
among relaitions belonging to same
clan whether classificatory or real
which is regarded as Barbio Topu; 
or big offence.

If any such thing occurs and
leaks out all the clan members of
the culprits will sit for discussion
and punish them with heavy fines.
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~ It will be strictly confined to the
. members of that clan only. The

system of preferential marriage is
prevalent as indicated elsewhere.
The first preference is given to
mother's brother's daughter or
father's sister's daughter. If no
such candidate is available bride is
found out from any other clan by
-Iuly compensating to the mother's
brother and father's . sister of the
groom.

The system of sorroral polygamy
is also practised by the Koyas who
can marry the younger sisters of
the •wife one after another either
after the death of the wife or while
she is living. Widow marriage is
also prevalent. A person can
marry his elder brother's widow
whom he calls 'Yange'. But marri
age with the widow of younger
brother is strictly prohibited as the
stands in relation of daughter-in
law (Kadiar) of ·a person. Instan
ces are also found of marriage by
exchange of sister's. (Marsanad 
pendul). 

·Adultery on the part of wife
results either in divorce of the wife
and the person involved is deman
ded compensation by the husband.
When the wife is divorced she is
given a 'goat, one cloth, ten 'mans'
of rice and rupees twelve. The
Panchayat sits in the village and
the girl's father is called and when
the matter of divorce is decided the
girl either goes to the man with
whom she had connection or goes to
her father if divorce is due to some
other reason,

Marriage Ceremony 
The period of marriage ceremony

continues for three days. It begins
by the ceremonial fetching of 

water from the nearby water source
by the 'yange' or the elder brother's
wife. She is accompanied by a 
group of women to do this. They
sing songs while bringing water.
Singing is a regular feature and
during the ceremony nothing goes
without being accompanied by
chorus songs sung by group of
women relatives of the bride as
well as -groom. The water that is
brought is called 'Putu eru' or
birth water. On the second day
also the same bringing of water by
the elder brother's wife continues.
The groom sits on the lap of his 
elder brother's wife and tamarind
and turmeric · .paste with one 
ghee is smeared on the body of 
the groom. Water is poured over
him and he goes inside to wear new
cloth. Then he is made to visit all 
other families in that village belong
ing to his own clan where he is 
hathed by the women folk. He
visits these with the accompani
ment of drums and if he is a rich
man with the sounds made by
shots of muzzle loading guns. A 
few men are sent by the groom's
father, to the village of the bride
to fetch her. These people go with
invitation and stay there for the
night. .,,

Next day the bride comes to the
village of the groom sorrounded by
a number of women, her friends
and relations singing all the while.
The groom's father sends pots of
rice beer to the mid path before
the bride's party reach to the
groom's village. They drink the
rice beer and. take rest for a while
and then again start. By this time
the 'endbayul' or the dancing •
ground has already become crow
ded with hundreds of people both
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male and female dancing. The men
wear the 'perma Kok' or the bison
horn headress and garment which
hangs from waist do~nwards. The
women flok dance to the rhythm
of the beating of drums. It is
interesting to note that the villagers
from a considerable distance com»
to. dance in the marriage · ceremony
without being invited. They arc
given rice beer and Mahul- liquor
to drink and some nice and pork
for cooking. Each group cooks it
food and eat before they disperse.
The Koyas say that they never go
to dance in the marriage ceremony
of a person whom they know to be
not well-to-do. It is the courtesy
and prestige of a person not to
deny any group or individual to
participate if they have come out
of their own accord. Thus before
performing the marriage ceremony
a man must be fully prepared t.0 
bear any amount of expenditme
that might be required. Some
times people incur loan at the
time of marriage ceremony to sav.
themselves from humility.

When the bride's party enter
the village they slow down their
pace and make a halt at every five
to six yards- The women around
her go on singing. The bride is
seen crying and she rests her head
onsomebody's shoulder. In this
way they cover the distance tu
·each the grooms house. When
they reach near the groom's house
•F regular struggle ensues between
the bride's and groom's part)
With much difficulty the girl i ,;
snatched away from the bride's
escorts and the. mother of the

' groom washes the feet of the bride
and she· is given a turmeric dot o:,
her forehead. All the people s;1.

and drink rice beer in leaf cups. •. 
The couple then are brought before
the house and water is poured
over their head and they are made
to wear new clothes· A spot by the
side of a stream near the village
boundary is selected for the perfor
mance of ritual. The bride goes
to that place with the friends and
relations of her village. The groom
is then taken to that spot by his
elder brother's wife. The groom
and bride sit on the laps of their
respective 'Yange' or elder
brother's wives and eat. One of
the cock's legs is eaten by .the
groom. He returns to his village
to drink rice beer. The girl waits
there till evening when she is
brought and left in the groom's
house- The bride sleeps with het
people at the place selected in 
the groom's house. The bride's
people drink rice beer known as
'Chakna Janda'.

Next day in the morning 'Ami
landa', sacred rice beer, is given to
the couple by the priest of the
village. It is first drunk by fi~e
bride and next by the groom
which is followed by group drink
ing rice beer. Trill that period the
bride is not expected to eat in the
house of the groom. In the
evening the elder brother's wif'e of
the groom catches hold of the
girl's hand and leaves her i11 the
room which is known as 'Aan Ion'.
The couple spend the night there.
After a w~ek or so the couple
visit the bride's parents house with
a pot of landa. One "cock a11d
mahul liquor, and spend few days
and come back.

During the marriage ceremony.
several types of songs are sting by
women folk of both the parties,

• 

.•. 
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. The' l\9yJs 'are hot ~ble ;tctuncI1r:.
.,~tand the. physiological1>henon:1ena
of birth and the co-relation between
sexual ·. mtercour~f . and • conception.

. ·,When a- woman . ~onceived,- -it . is
thought. that god has put the child

.l.nside the mother's womb.- A
pr'eg~~nt woman' carries on .her
routill'e' ·,wot¥,: -un t]ie ixpected_
month of- 'delivery ~;irben she is.. . .•. 

,,,._Naming -ceremony is· perfop:ned
~few.;,,days after ·the~ birth~ of'f the
child. ,it1,is :interst:ing-16:;otf'th~t
,the_ name- of th_e K~yas are •. ve~.X
.mueh ,Jim-it~~d:.ill number and' in:·_if'"

f, .-:!"- -

-singk~v,mage .+several. -people.s-arc
- Joand , :bear-liig ,.,, the,:,'saµie [<lau\~.
iThis ma~;;pe;a.u:e to Ahe, 'way 'fri, 
. which n~mes,,Sa.1,:e ~ ,.,given-, ,A child 
,iS-l};J;lt .in -cradle anct_s0nfe ~foe:i,:s:,pJft :.,
,into,Jhe clC>seq;pa;lnis,,-of?tlie,,;~hti~,·
The, sji'aJI1ll1an ·, igOe~ i\ 01} "·telliqg

-naro{ls~ that :come~, ;l<> "-his t~ni,if\d.
,,,Whe1i _ :ttie',haby', ;9pen;s~illt~. ;,pal¥1\
rartd rjce is .thrown. .down\lhe,.nl'!,ine

" 1. '.uttere.d by .the. .csham,an ... · at /that
•,',particular time is givento. ~~e h~i

Sometime the J.It:acJise qiffors .. Thi"' , , '~
stj'afuai?- .·. mik~s, the :JJ:ibf C._ry \ynite .
_it ~s ~-n' the:cta.<1-Ie: · The i,h?iwn,ap.
goes on tellirig the, names: WJ}ep.
the hp.by ,sle~ps-:-~p.d stops c~yil)g fhe

.- n11me uttered· __at that ''ume·is gi;~Il 
~t~'- ufe:b~by :-,~Tiie;Koy~~ ',>li;ve : ;,
'belief in the reincarnation, of life.

. A person is supposed to .be' re~otii"
as his son's son .. As . such ~the
names of the grand-father ~re seen

_ .beiri,·g'lo the -grah<lsons:x.
The Koyas .devide · the

from, the birth.. of a 'child to- ', the .
end of. weaning' p~~i6d into s_eve~.
stages, - ' J, 

are-1. Vka4t~'Unzito,(The pedod of sleepingin cradle)'
· ·l' K~pmtindtt!_l (Rolling fr6mone side to'th'e other),

• . - ,J ,· ·. t• - :. ' . 
3. Kudigaitito (To crawl in' a sitting" position)

'_\·_ ' ;i ,,:,- ,_...:: .' < " " . •• ' •

4?Marmind~n{To crawl on _all fours) t 

stTagse buder (To walk wjth the.' help of a
· made frame).\,.. ·_

.6. Gundu Gqndu'mirito, (Little r~unni~g)
,, 1: 'Qati' l\fir!to (Ruiming fa~t) , . ·.

""" 
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When a child reaches the last
mentioned stage he leaves suckling
his mother's breast and learns to
speak and 1is helped by the mother
to know names of things. Till
seven years of age the mother
takes the entire responsibility of ;;,_
child by· way of ceretaking. Till
the end of the weaning period a
child is treated ~ith kindness and
after that period he is " lightly
coerced if his impulse is found
unruly. Fathers generally do not
beat their daughters when they are
above the age of twelve. Mothers
generally do not beat their. sons
when they are above the age of
twelve. The boys and girls are
expected to behave properly even
before they reach the stage of 
maturity.

Till the age of six neither boys or
girls use any cloth to cover their
genitals but soon after that mother
teaches both boys and girls the
way of wearing · 'Chi! wudsa' loin

, covering the genitals. When the

girls reach the age of nine or
ten they know wearing of "Go/ae " 
udsa", the way in which women
folk wear the<i~ clothes. The boys 
wear loin cloths, the way in which 
the men folk wear their cloths. 
The Koya boys learn ·their tradi
tional knowledge of making bows
and arrows and other things early
even before they are adolescents
They prepare miniature bows and
arrows (Juri) and play with them.
A group of boys play the
'Jurikarsitor' game by aiming at
a particular target. Either the)
divide themselves into two gro~ps
or two boys play at a time. When
a . boy misses an aim the arrow is
taken away by the winner. It is
interesting to note that small boys,
of even ten years possess the
power of accurately aiming at a
particular spot. As a matter of
fact the boys in a group go for
hunting small birds, bring them.
if they happen to find any, and
eat after roasting them in fire.

• 
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, -headtaan; Although the•..offlce of
~-headman is .suceeeded J'.)y · the eldest· ·~· ·

, -son-sthis pfiijciple' \is not-, always
'. adhered to.~: ff the eldesf.son d~es.
-riot,,s_at~sfy· i the.. sondition~1c'.~el}_-
"tioiied .abov.e preference is givel!-JO'
'the-ne]it soi;i H he is found cap~bl.e.':'
It+was .also: gathered ,;that "it,.,. the
headman has no son, ,to: succeed

-him pj-:efer~nce. is then· 'give_n-::t;to
his- ,prothe:t's,·:son. In . the .ab~e~·c~ ;

~of;any1of·such relations the p;ries(
·of .the village is seiected,for succeed-,
-ing the head~an ,irt addition·'to,hit
office of religious leadership of. the

evillage. .. : · · / •

0
~ <,The · headman ofc"" each : village

•.t~k~s .decision ,(cwitb.. r1:g~rd ,~tcf
ldisputes .JJiaJ: arise 'Yit~il}, .t4,a_t
"village.. "';Jfo .asks for- "t1!e..;.,,, el~is.
of the village to.sjt_rnund ··;hirp and
both parties invplyedJn as<ru:i:n;et
sit. ..before" the,·, headman ~ . ea,th],.;.
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The decison made by the head
man of a village is never challenged.
No instances could be gathered
with regard to a headman who
has ever been unjust and unpopular.
If a headman becomes unpopular
due to some reason the villagers
sit together and select another
man. It is reported somewhere
that the people of a village sit
together once a year to discuss
about the headman's activities. The
headman sits listening to what the
people discuss. If he is abused or
deprecated for some reason he
tries to rectify · himself accordingly.
This occasion is known as 'Peda
G:udam'. In village Mallavarm
the author was told that in their
area when a new headman is
selected a ceremonial function in
this connection is performed by the
villagers. A new cloth is wrapped
i~ his head like a turban by the
priest of the village and he is
taken to the village goddess to
swear to remain just and good.

Apart from the village as a
political unit there is another
wider unit which is known as
'Mutha Panchayat'. A· M u t h a
Panchayat consits of members who
are headmen of different villages
of a particular area. It consists of
five headman of five villages. The
Mutha Panchayat controls a
numbers of villagers of that region
with regards to disputes of serious
nature which involve persons of
several villages. The members 011
the Mutha Panchayat are selected
by all the headman of a particular
region. Mutha Panchayat mainly,. deals with cases, like taking away

-of another's wlile by somebody
which is considered as 'Barhiya
tapu' or big crime. The aggrieved

person· asks the headman of his 
village to call for the Mutha 
Panchayat to get the compen
sation from the accused person.
Crimes like witchcraft and sorcery
are also dealt with by the Mutha
Panchayat if it happens to involve
persons belonging to more than one
villages.

• 

Perma or Priest 

Next to headman the priest of a
village who is called 'Perma' or
Pujari assumes immense impor-
tance as a leader· of Koya society.
Although his functions are mainly
religious the Koyas have a great
regard for this leader. He is
believed to have power of communi-
cation with the supernatural beings "
and as such, he acts as an inter
mediary between the human beings
and the unseen. powers. The
Koyas like the other primitive
people mostly depend upon their
religious rituals to get relief from
the natural calamities which are
believed to be caused by angry
gods who need to be propitiatedr
A bumper crop or • a successful
hunt is thought to be due· to the
blessings of their gods. Hence
they constantly remain concerned
with the supernatural beings with
regard to all aspects of their way
of life. The priest, as such, is the
person who is to attend to all the
needs of the supernatural beings
by way of worshipping or propi-
tiating them with the help of his
villagers. •.. 

The office of the priest in a
village is usually hereditary> In
case the priest dies without leaving J' ~ 

an heir, a. son of · his brother is •
looked for assuming the post.

' 
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{' ~has?to-,,uncferg1> j~; series' .'<>f'\ Hihia.
i), Him rituals,: ~nd ig" isked: to·' 0bs~'ve

" .· ~e'xqa\ incoritinen~e. :H~ 'th~1{ is
~·./ . •. . ·~<_ . , . -. • . ·- :t 

given wi,,tlfflie, 'teaehi~g :by an~ther
priest' of,fso,m.e otnef villag°e' 'in
c~~e,.. t1l{Ja!lier \iv• dea,a. ,,During
r~ligtoµs: festival, .Iike , Bijja" Pandu,

'., ~Y,;o,;F .•, ·, ,' ' ' • ' '
\\tark'apandu·•, arid- Idupandu, etc.
\ful obs~rves strictly·- the, religious
rituals:. The'.•• ' nightf belor~ , the

-;,,.,:,, •- .,;; - ·;;- .. ;.:,,_ .. ~ .. ,$- ' ~t:_· -~i. . -~ /,: ', ~~ "
f~sffval- day; ~e obseryes sexual 
irco~tihe11ce(a~d nev;,r:_~ats',. fo;dl

1tc·0oked~by a female: 'He has to·
·..::.· .. - :-::J'<:,~-')f::_'°t~;.;. :c;,; - ': • . ,;J-~. .';" ~ 

fasFfiJ,P worship - is _ov~r ·. and he)s ·
the . fi;st man to eat" after offermg .
to god 'is ov~r. ,He\is invited ·li'to
eti'f':.'iie~ fruits 6r drink the liquor

-¼ '/] ~:1-. ·. ,_b: : .. hJt>":;: - , · ·•·- .... · . · _ 

first by· tlie~yillagers before· they
\'~/-f'of;...;,c.c --~;;;.::,::,: ;?-'-'~--•••_-..,; ~- :----·~----, ·: ~ ~- ,..

, enjoy· Hie· new 0fruitie{. '. or drinking
'-~''""- "\';,-.:.•,~--·-)A__:,~- ~~ ';,-,1-::~.::_i.e..,·>.:, ~c::_ \ _..,_

and•by d6mg ·so they · ..... mink .the
gods ~\fill - rem:In' pleas~d< upon

- ,ltli~nr 7 ·_ ·- · - · ,

, .,,,r;l\part- from .his' .religious., duties
·if '"''"'(' :/ ' . ' ,- . '. .~ 'he_,"'also- . attends .the• .meetings'-of

· .yl.Hagerp~ncha:yaJs and always have
. af say-with: ..r~garcl · t~ r: "ly ;~, type· oJ 

•. .,d1ispute. He is; of eoµrse,t_ frea(ed
as .one of.tha village el<Jersdn.thesei
case~'."' ..kt::t:iie ..tim~ 'of the ... spread

- - • -'.-• • •· '\ e . - - 

of small "pox. which is believed by 
. ;\•lp~ Koyasfo be the goddess, the .
:·.:tipii~_s,t_giyes, orders-to the villagers

. t~':hbsei'i~· certain t~boo's.
- . ~-• ~~;,.;':~-'~:._.· ~ T ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ;~ :~ . 

on the''fhead'4:· of the ."cniid, ffe. 
·'-'·~•~~,, - :•• ,' ,. <- / ,t:, •. _:.,. ~-1.s -.;c, --~ ·;.. . -~ ~~

des'tined to, bec-@'me"a: • magician- in., "'➔
· Kiya-society. '.From Ms childho1ciit'¥:% '"

.li>e"is -k~ptku.nder- the,spe~ial-care :of)•' 
liis parentsta'rn:t:,cert11ip.:,.taJ;>oost af·r.;('?,
ob'ser_f-ed wiith:,:r;gard to:,,:his, ,,, fo@cl't·

, habits. Fr6m ·iits;_';boyhood. n,e:,fs,;
kept under' the training·ofr'aJ'acJ,t1,lfl',
magici~n who •• teaches ,hi~- the ' · -
ways · ~i-" doing . thjs.. ·duties/ '
magieian.v -' · · ' ·

•·.. \. - --·.. - 
_, Like the/priest he also poss:e.ssscs 

0powets;:t~ .' co~municat~ with, lhe, 
supernaturai beings; . He . dftrcr:i:' 
troll). the pdest .by bein,g ca:pa:ble:·of', 
. , . ' -< . - •. " 
moulding. and 'keeping under cont\. ·• 
rol., -tlie supernatural bei~gs"' ·b'!\ .~:
'achieve success,in, llis. designs. ·J1f:; 
can takie, the · .. help" of - · m:alevolen't 
Jpi17ifs,.\o ·cai!~e;. harm to. ~ariyhidf-' 
he hates an,d as s.u~n, he .is ,dreaderl.~ 
by thet'Koyas; : Qn,, the" o~t~ef .ha.titt . ~ 

· _lie if able .to 1rive away the ,irn1cle: 
volent spirits . with-the ; help. 0£-his. 
Q)agi~".' \';ho··.' cause- , harm to 1_Jhe 
'Ifoy:& in". various· ,ways. IL is>:'.~ .. · 

-Very ~6.~on . affai.~ ,i~ the:~Kcbi
''tit~a.,JQ,'fir,id~ the. magic!an~.c~2~jiµ.g' · 
magical fonnula before patients ,·o:t 
various types: .· As ,a matt~r,of, £itd 
most. of t_he _ai~e;s~stiire 'Beit~vict' -,
by ,the "Kgyas_ ,,:_tt5,,b~ -caused,« Q:Y 
~pirits · or angry 'god~> r~e..:KQ.y~·?
run £o·the magici~ns'fqr immed,fate 
help ,ih defl}ing;witl;l.:such .t.rc/ubJ~.
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The Katwal 
The Katwal is usually considered

to be just useful because he helps
the headman in assisting him in
his work. The headman calls for
his help when a meeting of _ the
villagers is to be held. At the
time of religious festivals in a
village the Katwal goes round the
village to call the villagers to
gather before the headmah to
decide the work to be done com
munally- In matters of inter
village gatherings the Katwal is
sent to other villages as a messen
ger. When an outsider remains in
a Koya village the headman makes
arrangement for the guest with the
help of Katwal. In this way the
services of Riti'twal is also thought
to be useful by the Koyas. Apart

_.from this he enjoys equal privilege
without bar, as a member of the
society.

Settlement of Disputes 
Settlement of all disputes arising

within a village is usually made by
the village Panchayat which con
sists of the village elders and the
headman with other leaders men
tioned earlier. In case of incest
where a particular clan is involved
the Kula Panchayat consisting · of
members from the concerned clan
with the headman, decide the issue
at stake. Where particular case
involves persons of several villages
the mattered is referred to the
Mutha Panchayats the members of
which are selected by all the head
men of a particular region consti
tuting the 'Mutha', This is also
tr1ye of the Koyas of Southern
region of Malkangiri subdivision.

"Mutha Panchayat deals with cases
of breach of marriage regulation.
In case of elopement the agrieved

husband brings the matter before
the Mutha Panchayat. The mem
bers of the Mutha Panchaya:
select a day for deciding the case.
Two Katwals of two villages are
sent to bring the culprit who took
away the wife of another. On
arrival of the culprit he is asked
to return the wife of the agrieved
husband. If he denise he is
compelled to pay the compensation
to the agrieved husband. Rupees
three hundred in cash is usually
demanded for such an offence out.
of which rupees two hundred is
given to the agrieved person and
the rest amout is distributed among
the members of Mutha Panchayat. ·
Apart from the fine, the culprit is
also demanded with one cock, one
pig, one puti of rice and some
amount of salt by the agrieved per
son which he has to pay. At the end
both the parties have to give a
feast to the Panchayat members for
which five 'mans' of rice and one
goat is arranged by both the
parties- When the case is over all
present in the Panchayat including;
the parties concerned gather near
a water source. Meal is "cooked
and distributed equally to all.

All other cases like adultery,
rape, witchcraft and divorce are
usually decided by the village
Panchayat and when they involve
persons of different villages the
headmen of such villages including
the elders of respective villages sit
together and decide the case. One
case of divorce was observed by ~
the author while it was being deci
ded at village Sikapalli. The par
ties belonged to village Palkonda.
Beti Muke (17) wanted to divorce
her husband Beti Joga of same
village due to family quarrels.



, ''Another hearing of' case'""•of
iJ··1 ·~-. ;'"j.,,,• •.a,. .: '•I· ,· .::C-, .,. '"" - .-.. - . ':.witclicrafJ_- was attended by the

·~ ajiother .· :in-;"' the. - ~ame- village.
0'-Nii'd:liaqi · Bimm1r'.' 'pf: village. "Pal
kohcti complinea/lfefore the head= '

'"··ma1~•"of 'that village' ~tlia( ~:J?ad1/foi ·
' : D'ogi , who -'_ happens"- tc/-il 1:>k- ~i

ttiagician·has· kil~d•iuJlie "fafil.ily ··
members, ' of . · l\1aaltiihi~ 'Bim:ma,:

. ,.;; '-4..·:, - ; .' -}:,}•,:. ;/,'r- • \4';.;._,,.,:,;. . - . ,., .• -·.:...•Father and brothers" of __ ,Madkam
, . · .B~:ip.rrla :chad died one after another

••• . ,yithin-1: a - period - . of µve years,
Fathf>r=of Madkam~, Bimma . had
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~~qsa lA~t,:J.!e_;;~,im. try JoJ 1}!}\'0_gt:"
:.;lli.,e 't:~~ly_,:· 0£~ ~~g!r-~ip· -Bii~JIJ!~.,
c:i:~e_;f~?-1:s!iar~L C2J~i~Jx<! ,: ~r . t\19
. htl~dIµ}~l:f,.of . yi.ll~g!l ~i~~p~lli;. , 'y.~

:P~lf94~, Jh~ e{<ftl[§. _Qf J}!q~e_j~iJla,.- .
, gtis, the.pJ:i~~t-ot:~f\lage~Si~~It~!i

and ih.i. ~riai:tf~s; c;q11:s:.~rn,ecf;c'.TE-e
- ;J~~,opQOS~<L partie~_"§a,:t· }1:1~ipg ·-~

~ach other. ..a11d ,iia-hetw.een.,.sat th~•
' :yill~g~;~i.i~;;~~;q"~t.o_~i.•· ~ric(f;~.i.~g
"all _sat~(h~. h_~~dmep,_~ •· T.lle _i 4¢':{4,~
;'JUal! of:~ilf:l:l'i>a\li: i$k~(;l../tq,i m_agi~ ·

. cial\iJ~a<J.iamj ··Qogi t<i coIJ.J,:e~s..•w:4tt
tJleI~!J.e 4.~§ i>r~c:ti~e<L'Yitch~rift to
!rill· .tl!e ·fam,lly .ro~m~ers. o(~ M~<J: 

.. ~am~.J}fr~~a~,:J;l~ -· d~gie_c;l,,~T.l\e.n.fii.t
headman- asked Madkam Kaus.a to
corif;s..s )hiL11.<t hai.·t~~eµ -th;: hgJp
of Padiimi Dogi fo fev~nge . upon
{he fa1:nily"'· of ·. Maµkaiti" Bhnma '.
He als·o denied the fact. The twti

. lieadfuen a~li~d:the ''wiinlss[s to
relate; ~s to" -~haf they haye h~arp
They,'·said tliit wliit ':·they )eari:t
from the two e~Jprits \~hile ..return.
int{ from a . hµnt ... Tbere"' :waf ·. ~ .

~lorig0:'di;cussi9ij~bel(ve~it-t~· viHa'-
,~·-•_v~ . -'·· ~·-•· ·:.-. --~- ..•i:..:~+ :_<i.·, •~·_.:..._ -'~--~~;,

ge' elders'andthe"headnien. l'he cul.
. ·-'< ; • "'"-· ·: :\;; -,.. '~ ,, ' "" .,._,--·-·•-"" - -:~,-. -_.,_, •·-
pritf were repeatedly asked' to :J:on:

. ff3Siput'thefdid noJ:Tlien tlifli~a'cl-· .•
, man o( Sikapalli tc\M::th~m.that)le.
wHI - report'ithe mattf~1w/to·,·"police:
Jfearing tifis"t!iey adii':iitte1f ~thelr

. guilt and . the· magiciaii was'. f~rcldto take· oath;Rbf to:practise wftcK
craft failing which.Che "was .,.tp'lbe
b_anh:hed/ftom':--the -;; viUa'g~... Tlieii
started: lh~' business:~~ of ~eaJisin,g .
compen:satioh "• ·fr~·m . .,, the; guilt§
partf ,:-Tlre r magician •and:- l\,falt
Kausa were fined Rs, C ., eo each;

, Ag~in;. there :~ii, argiiment: between- ·
'thei11. :ind', ·th~./s;11lprits. - pka.d.id ·
. their .1iiallili(y: . to _ p~y__ iucl}: - ~"
~µiouiit; .-,AfJajf tpe:y,,~-~r1t:(o.:c~~d,~ ·
'to pay Rs, JO-each <;>u.t·: ··ot\,w.lii.chi
'~,a\{-_w:~~Q to' th_{; ~Eiiin,lpl,~}.1,11' ,Jor
·pur,cli.as.e of'c;ows'•'anq,,_lndlP.e-ksiana.

:;,.~(_;{:'-":..£.:;} /~ ',".,_-;,,;,"-'·\..':' ';" """ • ~.' ><"- -,f,"·-c"· ' <. • -- _-- - ._+ ,

.. so"me ''qu.lri-els ••-with•=fone c- Moili
Kausa. . i oga. ~. s'uspected" that Madi 
~ausa took..the'Jielp' of_.~the-"'·magi:
,;-; \ ,. - -- , •. , •. ~~ ck-..;.: 
cian and killed his relations · hy

;'practising witchcraft ,over-them.
Madkam =Bimma also ·relited 'that · ·
lie· had" a riumber~ 'of" cows'· lino.
6i'.rilocks~µfitby now, all hav~ died
,v.itliin'-'a 1>erfotl::. of" Si'i(~- to::.' s,eveh"':
Jea1's: JtHe{p-ciinted''nut the '"nam~s
of•iudi M~<lat1Kilw3csi -:ctausa,Fano
¥-a~k~m '.Btfillllil_:~~s: wit~n,~ssef ;wJ~<!
heard'~Pa~iami ,D9{W~lljng '0MallJ.,,.,;~.-~-. -~i~~ ·~•-~~'._Lt"" , - ,./'' ,.,/ ~';-~ri-~t~., -:~'.,;, t;:~:'./· ~ 
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the .rest was distributed' among-- the
headmen and village e'ldets. No
feast was arranged for the" Pancha
yat members. On enquiry- it' was
found that in these days almost all
the cases of that · Panchayat are
heard b)' the headman of Sikapalli
as he has been selected as Sarpanch
of Sikapalli Grama Panehayat, It
was observed that the headman of
Sikapalli is thought by the ~ Koyas
to be invested with Goverrimenta'l
powers to exercise in cases of
disputes. The author heard him
saying to the different disputed
parties that he will report the
matter to government or police if
his decisions · are not respected.

The traditional system of the
Koyas for settlement of disputes
can be said to be perfectly harmo -
nious with the Panchayat system
of the Government provided ·the
members of the Panchayat are
chosen from among the tribals and
not the non-tnibals like Doms
Boiparis · or Telegus who cons
tantly find ways to exploit them
h1 every possible way. The reali
sing of fines from the guilty- per
sons was limited to certain extent
according to traditional rules. But
in these days the tribals are being
exploited by the non-tribals mem
hers or the tribal headmen who
fall a victim to the influences of
non-tribal members in realising
heavy amounts from the poor
tribals.

Religious, Beliefs alfd- Cel"emon:ies 
The' Koya Pantheon has inc'dr.

porated within itself a number of
1..'Hndtf gods and goddesses in tile
passage of years. But their otfgi
rrat belief system centres round
two cUMs- namely the cult of' earn.
(Bhw.matai)·-and'the•··cilltof'--vilfi:rgi?

goddess ( Gudi matat. Wlienever .,
any religious - ceremony is observed
these two gouaess are worshipped.
The village goudess is · believed' to
be - under a partteutar Matiul tree
inside- the village and the- goddess
of earth is situated in Bujjagud' a
small thatched house at the out
skirt of a village'. Another God
who is, called 'Brmud' and-is slip 
posed to live above' the skt'is• also
worshipped only once in a: year at
the time of "Bimud Pandu". H~
is· the Rain God who makes- tlre
rainftdl for Koyas.

The rebgious ceremonies wliie'h
are- observed b)' the Royas are
mainly) four. They are--'-'-'Bf:jja-·
pandu, Kodta Pandu, B4in·ud•
Pandu and ldu or lk<k Paiidt1,'.
Bijja Pandu is observed in the
month of Semiti corresponding tu
months of Baisakh and Jeystha
when the earth goddess is worship
ped with otlerings of cock, pig, 
eggs and mango. Goddess is 
requested by the· priest to render
a good harvest. Seeds of pa'dcy
are also placed before the goddess
believing that those seeds will
become good by the devine touch,
Mango is eaten ceremonially
during this festival. Ceremonial
hunting (Bijja weta) is also done
after this festival. Work during
this festival is taboo. In the month
of Kandi (Bhadrab-Aswin) the
"Kurruni Pandu" is observed when
suan is eaten · ceremonially. New
rice eating ceremony is observed
in the month of Dashara- (Aswin-<
Kartik}. "'Sikud. Pandu" or the
new bean eating ceremony is
observed· in the month of. Dewad •
(lt'artfk-Margasir). Bimud Paadu
or the worshipping: ceremony of
Rain Goa is observed - in the month

•

• 
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... 
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• of Magh (Magh-Phalgun). This
festival is observed just after the
completion of harvest of all types
of crops. Two small clay models
of Rain God and his wife are made
and kept under a Mahul tree over
a stone on the festive day: The
villagers with the priest and t¼,1e
headman gather on the spot and
the,,vill-ager carry crops of all ty;p.es
to the spot. The priest after wo1- 
ship,ping the god fills the empty
baskets with crops and this is
follo-;w;ed by the headman and the
villagers. An unmatured girl is
made to stand in between the Peda
and the priest. The villagers
throw water over them and laugh

_ sa~ing the .marriage of Rain God is
"over today "(Gajj.e Bimud Pendnl
nend '];?erta)''. Then begin oere
monial dancing and singing-

Apart from the above mentioned
ceremonies observed in connection
with ,their ceremonial eating of 
crop;s, fmits and other things, the
Koyas. ,worship the g0.ds of Man -
yemkonda and few others situated

· b the -Koyia area in differtHit
places. A story in this connection
is outlined below as was gathered
from the Koyas as well as tho
pD~ests of those gods and ,goddesses.
The story -is related in different
ways in different places but the
central theme is as follows :

Four brothers and two sisters
came from the ~rarangal region of 
Andhra Pradesh. They were gods
and goddesses. Their names
Kanamraju, Potraju, Balraju,

-Pedraju. and sisters were Mari
wada Mawoli and Amatali. The
Priest at Many-emkondu named
Manycm Enkaya told the author
that out of an these '.\fnri
wnda Mawoli went. near the village

=:::'.'.)C:,,,,,--~--

Mariwada and established herself
there. Pedaraju who was the
eldest brother went near Bejan
guada village and established him
self there.

These two have been kept aloof
from the rest four as they <lid
so~ unsocial activity. Bejan
guada god kept a Dom wife.
I{1.1man,.;sa~ifice was, bejqg made
before .Mariwada Mawoli. Hence
these two were excommunicated
from the .rest four at. Manyem
konda. They did not .see these two
since then.

The story told by the priest at
village Mariwada was, to certain
extent, different. He said about
their coming down to the Koya
area from the south but could not
name all those which were menti
oned by the priest at Manyekonda,
The priest at Mariwada who also
happened to be a Telegu has
married a Koya woman and has
become a Koya- He said only
about the two sisters namely, Mari
wada Mawoli and Alur Mawoli and
brothers Kanamraju and Bejang»
wad Balraju. Kanamraju is known
to be the god at Manyemkonda. He
also related the story that Bejang
wada god kept a Dom wife and
was kept aloof from. the rest
brothers and sisters.

O:ae does not know the actual
implication of the story but it can
be well imagined that the cult of
these pave been introduced by· the
Telegus of Andhra Pradesh since
time itn,memorial. During these
days the Koyas worship these
gods and goddess with utmost
\de,v@V,pµ. The god at Manyerr
kond is not only worshipped by
Koyas but all other Hindu people
residing in the region.
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The set up of Dandakaranya
Development Authority in the
year 1958 by Government of India
has effected changes of far reach

. ing consequence in the Koya area
by undertaking the project of re
settlement of displaced persons
from · East Pakistan. Thousands
of homeless refugee families have
been resettled in about one
hundred _ villages .set up amid me
extensive forest belts and undulat
ing plains. The task of clearing
forests and reclaiming the land in
this area have began since 1962
onwards with such ra-pid pace that
by l968 the face of the entire Koya
area has undergone a radical meta
morphosis. A report on Dandaka
ranya indicates that every such
village set up for displaced persons
is carefully planned. Families

numbering 50 to too are accomo
dated in a village. Each village
has a tank, deep .masonary wells,
two to ·• four tube wells, internal
approach roads and - a primary
school for children: The services
of a Sevak are available to a group
of two to three villages. While· a
pharmacist is · available to a
medical unit which gives free
medical aid, a mobile library-cam- '
publicity unit shows films to -the 
settlers and the tribals.

"An agriculturist settler - family
is allotted about· six acres of agri
cultural land. In addition, 800 
square yards are being provided
for homested. The following re.• ~
settlement benefits
each famllyr-«

are given to

- f< 

IJ

(a) A house built mainly by' the family itself with ballies and roofing "0" 
material (e g. CGI sheet-) costing on a average Rs. 1,700 which is
treated as loan.

(b) An agricultural loan of Rs. 1,015 for the following purposes,

Rs.

A pair of Bullocks .. 450

A'milck cow and calf .. 150

Implements .. 100

i~ Seeds, Manure aad _Fertilisers .. 290

_Weeding ope·ations 25 ~~ .. 
---

-- r· ••- ,-•- ,- 1,015
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c) An Irrigation loan of Rs. 150 for slnking well in the homestead plot. ·· ·

· (d) Besides the above loans, the family is provided • with maintenance
subsidy for the first agricult .,ral seasons at half these. rates and for the
third agricultural season at 1/4 of the rates, ·In addition subsidy is
given for the off-season at six months immediately following the first
agricultural season .

.. Non-agriculturist families settled in villages andor urban areas get the following benefits : · ·

(a) In villages=-

Agricultural plot
Homestead plot

House building loan

Small trade loan in village
Agricultural loan

those settled. in semi-urban

·2 acres

8.0 sq. yds.

Rs. 2,000

Rs.1,OOO
Rs. 300·

Maintenance grant per month .according to. the size Rs. 30 to]O
of the family for three months following the date '
of payment of small trade loan. · '···

(b) In urban and semi-urban areas:

Homestead plot

~ ' House building loan

Businessloan

Additional busine ;s Iom in deserving case,

800 s,q. yd-. 

Rs. 2,000

Rs. 1,000

R~. 500

, ... Mainte ranee grant perm 'nth according to the size Rs. 3) to 70
or the family for three m.mrhs following the date
the busin ss loan is advanced. · ·

. ,v._ As each settler family is allotted a homestead plot of 800 square yards. within.
which itbuilds .ts own house with a pl.nth area of about 67 square yards, it leaves·
sufficie11tarea for kitchen ga. den and out hous .s. .

K ondagaon Zone

Umerhote Zone

Paralkote Zone

Malkangiri Zone

388

2,974

3,592

3,460

Total 10,404

447 families were in the transit centres as on 3O-9-l9ti7 awaiting movement to:
the resettlement zones.
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Tribal WeHa,e 

Tribal population constitutes
61 per cent of .the pnpulation of
K0,raput districl,and ::z2 J!ler cent. of 
the population of Bastar district.
The Dandakaranya

1
perc.-entage

would be about 66, compared to
the all India percentage of 6·80.
The welfare of the tribals consti
tutes an important trust of the .
Dandakarayan.Development Autho
rity.

As stated, 25 per cent ofthe land
reclaimed by the D. D. A. is
released to the State Government

. for the resettlement of tribals.
2,331 tribal families have been
settled on such land up to
September 1967. In addition,
funds are made over to the Stale
Governments in the following
manner for each 'tribal family
resettled :

• .. 

G

• 

For0D:onstruction of house and purchase of bullocks, imple-
ments and seeds and etc.

Por subsis'enee till thefirsLcr.op,is harvested
For contour-bunding of 7 acre a'gricultural -holding

For irrigation well

Rs

1,300
.. 

200
315

150

Total 1,965

In addition, funds at the rate of
Rs. 600 per family are placed JQ't
the disposal of the State Govern
ments for the provision. of common
amenities like school building,
community centres, village roads,
wells, .etc.

The number of tribal families
resettled so far is .1 ;836 in Orissa
and 495 i~ Madhya Pradesh. The
number of tribal ,houcses eempleted
is 1,386 on the Orissa . side and
303 on the Madhya Pradesh side,
totalling 1,689, 1,7'25 and .273 pairs
of bullocks, respectively have been
supplied to the tribal families.

\. . .The task of general development
in: the tribal area has demanded
special att~nti:on. I.SO miles of
roads in Orissa and 71 miles in

Madhya Pradesh have been
constructed, while 63 miles and
52 miles respectively have been->
improved. Funds have been
made available to the two State
Governments for the construction
of 70 wells, 20 tanks and sinking
of 30 .tube-wels. The traibals
enjoy the benefits of irrigation
becoming available with the exe·
cution of medium irrigation
projects by the D. D. A. 85 per
cent of the total commandable area
of the Bhaskal Dak and 20 per
cent of the irrigable areas of the
Paralokote and the Maikangiri &

Dams belong to tribals.

Besides, various other amenities
are available to the tribal popu
lation. Chicks and birds are

''- .

... 

..• 
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.•. ._ · supplied from the poultry farms
at subsidized rates to popularise
poultry keeping as a subsidiary
occupation. Veterinary services
have been extended. Educational
institutions of the Projects are
open to the Adibasi children.
5 per cent of the seats at the
Industrial Training Institute,
Ambaguda have been reserved for
tribal boys. The medical and
public health facilities of the
Project cover the tribals in equal
measure with the settlers. Malaria
Eradication Programme has been
extended to tribal areas. Tribal
leaders have been enlisted as
conveners for tribal labour for
construction works undertaken· by 

• the Dandakaranya Development
Authority. 
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The statements given in earlier
page's with regard to general
development of the area envisages
a rapid economic development of
the Koyas. However, a survey

·•conducted in three Koya villages in
the year 1968 does not indicate
any such progress. The average
family income of a resettled
family: in 1966 has been found to be
Rs. 815 where as the average
income of a Koya family is Rs. 6~9.
The discripancy does not however,

-rule out the possibility of an
economic progress of the Koya
in the long run because the re
settlers are more enlightened
people and have been provided

" with . sufficient ecorioliiic assets
to start with. The Koyas are still
following their age-old traditional
method of agriculture with their

limited resources

Although economic de'vefopment
bas not be'eh' felt· through a rise
in 'family income ideas of improvecl
agricultural practices have already
crept info the K6ya mind which
was 01:>served by/ the author while
residing in a Koya village,. One
of' these 'idea was transplantation- of
paddy seedlings, Only few .indi
viduals experimented rransplae
ta'tion. Mad Kam Sukra (26) of
Sikapalli first started on high
land which did nob · give a good
result in the Kharif year of 1968.
He Was followed' by MadKan1
Irma (50) in lbw land' and; got a
good return. MadKam Deva.
Assistant Headman of the village
also was not \ successful in the
experiment,

Ne-x1° to transplantation was the
ide'a:• 6f cultivating. Jute which
happens' to'be; one-of- the; important
cdmniercial er-op grown by the
reftig~s\ The Koya call it "Benda
NoWa.e". Its· cultivation has gained
vide acceptance among' the Koya
of this village. MadKam Era. (40J 
started at first and got a good
return. Martam Kausa and Mad
Kam Dewa were successful to a
little extent. As this crop after
harvest finds a ready· market at
Malkangiri the Koya of this village
are planning to grow jute on exten
sive scale. Another crop which
was not grown previously is
gradually becoming popular among
the Koya is Gingill (Til). The
:Roya- have taken this from the
resettlers.

The implementation of Dendaka
ranya Ptojefit in· the' heart-of. K-oy:a
;area: lfasi openijd( an, :avenue. for

\_
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an interesting study of inter
social and inter-cultural relation
ship between the resettlers and
the Koya. The - contact between
two alien cultures is apt to lead
to problems of far reaching
consequences. As such, it may
be suggested that an intensive
study on this line" may be taken
up by the Tribal Research Bureau
to findout the trend of the oalture
contact. The author, during a
short visit, has been able to observe
the relationship between these
two groups which may be stated in
brief in the following lines.

At the outset the contact has
resulted in the gradually develop-

. ing the economic relationship. The
Koya purchase varieties of paddy
seeds from the Bengali resettlers at
the rate of 1 Kg. per rupee. This
facility was not available previously
because an individual had to wait
till sowing of seeds by fellow
villagers was over. _The Koya of
village Sikapalli always depended
upon the weekly market for their
needs like salt, kerosene and
clothings. During these days the
resettlers have opened small shops
to cater to the needs of the local
people. The shop-keepers belong
to the nearby Malkangiri villages
set up by Dandakaranya Project.
As has been mentioned elsewhere

:in this hand-book the Koya are
great lovers of a favourite past
time, i.e., cock fight. Now the
Bengali resettlers rear cocks in
large number and sell them to the
Koya as a result of which this
particular past time has gained
wWe momentum and has turned
small gatherings of the past to big
fares with thousands of people
gathering as competitors as well as

onlookers. The author visited one
such occasion and was surprised
to find various stalls of sweetmeats
and Pan and Cigarettes opened by
the resettlers to provide additional
pleasure to the people.

Similarly the Bengali resettlers
purchase milk from the Koya fot
domestic as well - as other uses.
The Koya hardly milched their
cows previously. But during these
days the Koya regularly supply
milk, whenever available, to the
consumers who live close to them.
Milk and ghee are being produced
commercially by the Koya for
which the find a ready market
nearby. The. Koya also sell goats ,
to the resettlers whenever they are • i

in need of money. 'Tola' or the
seed of Mahul fruit which is press- 

- ed for oil is in great demand by
the resettlers. As most of such
trees are in possession of the Koya
the resettlers purchase these from - :\
th , Koya. Another commodity i-, '-'
used by the resettlers for various L 
purposes is bamboo and bambooj, \
made crafts. As the bamboos grow
in dense forests of the local hills
where the resettlers can not have
an access the Koya sell them to the
Bengali resettlers.

As this area is devoid of irriga -
tion facilities the tribals depend.
upon rain for a good harvest. The
low land which are most suitable
for paddy cultivation are mostly
possessed by the Koya. But due
to crude method of agriculture such "
low land do not give a good return.
The resettlers who happen to be
expert agriculturists can not check
the temptation of utilising such
low land as share croppers. The
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.,JriiJager_s of Tondpalli have 'given, tvention-. and i(';compromise/was

, their land.to the resettlers for share made:' Clash~s. _iof;;.; this ~sort.were
cropping. This in~ide~ce has a far - .coi.nmon. m,: th:c:r i1iitial · -stage.

_reaching consequence. Previously However, these. aI:e com.iiig · to.s an
· :th~- surplus land at the- possession - -. end· : ..gradually. A feeling of enyy ·
o_:( an-individual was,,being cultiva- . was". observed , among "the" 1':~oya - ,
tedtbyfellow kinsmen li-v.ing eifh~r when, few= Yillageq of -Sikapalii' - ·'

0':-· •. r-. 'J:- 'ii;," CF _ . , • _ , _, 

,,hi the"'same village or a rrearby.,: 1 stated before the: author .that no'
, vJlla'ge. The resettlers are $ra§u- ~. -:-h~lP, .Is extended to' them whereas
- ally becoming ~substitutes in their . the 'resettlers receive adequate help
~'places which may+-hamper :-.the .,, .. from the Government- begining
social relationship.among the Koya Ar.om cultivable land -to pecuniary .
tliems.elve~.' .Another·iristan,ce may - - help for constructio,g houses and

,.·;be-- dted~,in _this connection, ·Th~ purchasing se~ds. Another/feeling·
'¥ natural depressions· which serve as ·.)V~§ that Government have deprived

big .tanks in many villages contain · ··them ef'-their age-old' right .on
. ya~ie:ti~s . Q_f fish which are caught village· forests by CQll,Y~tting these

,_c· ~}:'_ .. -•..-,. ·- ..._.'··· •. . ' ' • ' ' .-- . '· ·', - ' (-_~'0 
1
,and,'shai:e& by the fellow villagers , into cultivable land for. the .settlers,

)tfafter·the,.owner is .given witb.-.,,a - 1'he KoyapossessIarge herds of
fairly big share, Now a,days the ' " cattle "and, now most of them are
owners are selling -these tanks to· destroyed. ~
the Bengali resettlers · on a ·· very , · . .
nominal r~teJ:>Y'which the resettlers ' r A;part from··thes·e·apat~etic atti:.
make a. big margin of profit. This tude there has also to a very limited
is" apt" to .hamper:..Jhe~~ge-old tradi- extent, grown social relationship,
.tional-; ...~a-operation among ,t~e between the r~settlers ·and' the
'Kova. . . - ., , - .• ".Xoya., ..Bond relationship between

•... ~-~ -- . '' ' ;: ·- \, ' . _· ' - :-':' 

·~ - ',. Bandi Dewa of ·SikapalH has deve~
~ There are-instances ofmoneylend- ' loped with one resettler in N6~- 17
ing by the resettlers to the local · Malkangiri village. .Both of theni
t:ribals in 'exchange of mortgaging -co-operate with each other in
)and and providing harvested crops; economic persuits and exchange
af"a cheaper rate. Practice of this , .gifts, The "relationship' developed
kiiid 'may l~ad to exploitation of as a result of juxtaposition of culti-

- the, tribals by - the : resettlers _ in vable land of both.. While working
- future. The author •ias_, reported side ·· by, side . they talked ind.~then '.

.that several "clashs took c place .. developed· friendship., Although
between the Koyas a:nd 'the .Ioc~l . this is one of such relationship

. resettlers, .The reasons wertf"-that observed by the authormany more
, the cattle- of Koya ate' away the may be found in future as a :result

. :crops o.f the resettlers. As slich the er similar circumstances. The
-~eii~l~,,~i. ie_~ettJers '\V,0unde~ so1;11e,or , Bengali resettlers organise operi•air

the ·cattJe -of'. the Koya. A:s a reta- •··. . > • • . • ii, 
•..-.,,%£,, - t.h· K- .· .h ted' · dramawhich 1s.very.,m.1,1ch..hked. b_ysliatory ..measure . e oya, s oo e _ : _ . .·.. . _ : , :. _ , · . • . , · . -
th·e attl~ of! ihe ~ resettlers with _the· Koya who g.9}n large~numb,ei:,.-• 'C . . ,. ~• . . . . . . - . ,.
thiir bows and arrows' and threa~- ._ to· witness - although t}:ley . hardly

.tetied .. to ·att;~k ·'(\he resettl~rs. ''Qnderstand the ¼languagt\ - of the·
•.. ~~, • ...~ _--: __ .. > -:,.'.,.·_:_ ..',>; '.• ·.<_ 4- ·i.
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go to a neighbouring Bengali
Brahmin family (usually - to that
family with which the patient's
family maintains a [aimani 
relationship) and bring a little
water of the holy Ganges. They
pour a few drops on the tongue of
the patient with a belief that none
but mother-Ganges can cure the
patient. At the 1-resent day there
are many Bauris who follow the
Baisnaba saints and who at 'such a
conjuncture, instead of going to a
Brahmin, offers the ordinary water
in which one or two basil-leaves are
added. With the spread of modern
values and ideas there are some
Bauris who used to bring the
patient to the chamber of a rural
doctor or to health centre. And if
the family is financially in a posi
tion to call a doctor, the family
does, it. In matters of nursing and
treatment of patients it is always
noticed that they take more care
when the patient is an- earning
member or a potential member to
that end. The old fellows generally
receive less favour, less care and
less attention.

When the relatives see that the
patient is on the threshold of death
(i.e., he/she fails to swallow food
any more, to speak any longer and
to feel anything of importance, and
the lackness in keeping senses
gradually sets in) they send somy
one to bring the spiritual guide of
the family who being a member of
the Baisnaba sect serves the family
in certain religious affairs. Some
one of the village, may or may not
be related to the person waiting
for his death, comes forward with
a razor or blade and does the
partial shaving of head-hair. In
practice a bunch of hair from the

forehead region is shaved. It is _...,~ ~
done without any discrimination of
sex or age. The spiritual guide
does the necessary expiation for
the person approaching the _ world
of the deads. For his service he
receives a dhuti, a jar, one pai of
sunned rice and Rs. 1·25. Besides
these he is also provided with all
the necessary articles to prepare a
meal which he himself cooks and
takes before the person expires.
When the taking of meal is over
he comes to the patient and recites
the sanskrit enlogy addressing the
mother-goddess. If the person dies
out before the recitation is complet-
ed, the whole rite of expiation is
to be observed on a day at two
days' interval and the recitation is •. 
done at the quay of the river
Ganges by local Brahman priest
before the piece of bone preserved
from the dead body is thrown into:
the Ganges water.

On the point of his departure the
patient sees all the faces of Vayad 
members around him/her and with
out any discrimination of sex or •"
age he receives drops of water from
the tip of basil leaf from all present
there. In that occasion rules of
avoidance practised by certain kins
are overlooked. As a matter of fact
a man and his younger brothers
wife are not allowed to interact
with each other and they are not
to see or to touch each other; hut 
at this juncture of their ritual life
they do not bother with such
avoidance and receives the good
wishes in the form of drops ot -
water from the basil-leaf.

On. the last moment the body of 
:he patient is stretched on the floor 
of· the- hut. The head of the man

t:.
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On their arrival at the burning
ghat' they place the bier on the
ground in a manner that the head
is directed towards north. One of
them· silts on one corner of the bier
and keeps the dead body in contact.
Others take a lead to - arrange all
the necessaries to dispose the dead
body. They put eight cowrie shells
orr the ground of the burning ghat 
irrorder to make a purchase of
earth from the burning ghat. They
bning eight pieces of stones
and with these make ah altar.
In. making this altar they use a hoe
for necessary digging. On the altar
they put pieces . of wood. They
take everything away from the
body of the dead even the kodhani
(thread) from the waist. Then
the body is placed on the pier,
being the back directed towards the
sky. The eldest son takes a dip
and takes the kurchi (broomstick)
the-free end of which is dressed
with the piece of cloth wet by
clarified butter. The eldest male
member of the V ayad covers both
the eyes of the eldest son with his
two palms. The son with his
covered eyes goes round the pire
seven times· Some V ayad member
brings fire from the mashan the fire
place is made at on one corner of
the burning ghat on their arrival
The eldest son kindles the . free
end of the kurchi with that fire and
puts fire on the mouth of the dead.
He then takes a dip and . returns
home. They place three logs of

- wood at three different places, neck,
waist and legs. The bottle of
kerosene is then emptied over the
body. All the persons present one
by one brings the fired wooden
legs from three mashan and puts
it on the, pire. The members of

and every member of the proces-
sion crosses the haft and goes. back
to their village without casting any 
glance to their back.

the· funeral procession begin to · .;· 1h 
discuss over the funeral rites to be
observed and funeral feasts to be
made. A Vayad member prepares
a meal with the help of five of the
tnasluui. When the body is turned
info ashes, the burnt heart takes
the shape of a little betelnut. The
dari-dhar who with the help of
a dari (bamboo pole) controls the
fire of the burning pire brings the
so-burnt heart out of the pire and
puts it on a fresh leaf. With the
help of earthen pitcher he brings•
water and washes the pire. He
then draws a figure on the pire and
adds eight cowrie-shells at eight
different parts of the figure. He
brings the meal prepared in the
mashan and puts the contenti> on &

. three fresh leaves. These three
leaves with the contents are then
placed on the chest of the figure
drawn. Sesarnum and barley are
sown over the pire. The pitcher
used in washing the pire is placed
there in a way that the mouth
rests on the ground. All the per-
sons present there stand .f'acing»
their homes and leaving the pire
behind while the dari-dhara looks
towards the pire and finally strikes
the earthen picture by his dari with
the saying "Don't look behind".
Then all of them take a start for
their homes. The eldest male
member of the Vayad carries with
him the so-burnt heart on a, leaf.
On their way back they stop at 
the junction of three roads where
they keep the haft of the hoe and
take the blade ,;,ith them. Each " i,
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bunch of hair on the lamdoidal
region is left intact. Otherwise
they take the complete shaving.
Paring of head hair and shaving of
beard are observed by all male
Vayad members. Paring of nails
is observed by all without any dis
crimination of sex. All of them
take a dip in the water of the tank
and then anoint -mustard oil over
their bodies and take another dip.
On the bank of the tank they
change their wet clothes and wear
either new or fresh clothes. The
eldest son and his wife leave their
wet clothes in the water of the
tank. Then all of them return
home. In a new earthen pot they
put rice, pulse and vegetables and
prepare a meal. The deceased's
sons and their wives first offer
small quantities of this meal to
thei}• ancestors and dead relatives
and then each Vayad member offers
a little of this meal to Vayad 
ancestors. On that day sons and
their wives observe a complete fast
while Vayad members can take
vegetarian food. Before the sun is
set the dari-tibara throws the
benagach, previously transplanted
on the bank of the tank, into the

1 water of the tank.

On the eleventh day all relatives
come from different villages. The
dari-dhara makes an effigy by
kusa grass. All the Vayad members
including members of the deceas
ed's family take a bath in the tank
and stand on the margin of water
till the dari-dhara sprinkles · some
water on their bodies by means of

that effigy. When the sprinkling ..., v 

of water is completed the dari 
dhara throws the effigy in the
water takes a dip and comes on the .
bank where he and others anoint
their bodies with oil-turmic paste.
Later cm thy take another dip and "
come back home. The members
of the deceased's house offer curds,
flattered rice and unrefined country
sugar to the dari-dhara. They: take
what he leaves. Then they make a
grand feast for the souls invited.

On the twelvth day there is 
another grand feast when the
introduction of fish, meat and the ·
likes are made. Thus the conclu ·
sion of funeral rites is made.

The above discussion <;J~llrlY Judi- ~
cates that the Dule Bauris have
accepted, a good number of rites
from the Brahminical jradltion,
though they have retained many of
the rites which their ancestors hatl
practised once. This later group of
rites does not have any connection
with the Brahminical theory and
practice. Furthermore, it may be
noted that the Dule Bauris havsv
adopted · those rites from the
Brahminical tradition whick do not
cost very much on their intellec
tual make-up, and with regard to
some rites they have taken up the
structural contents but have comp
letely failed to relish the meanings
of functional contents. However,
on the way towards Hinduisation
the Dule Bauris have made a consi
derable progress, though they have
not yet earned the status of a clean
caste.
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K. K DAS. 
ORIGIN & DEVELOPMENT 
OF RAJBANSHI .
COMMUNITY-A REVIEW .. 

•• 

The Rajbanshi are the dominant
strains in West Bengal 1• But their
history of origin is a complex
phenomena to the Anthropologists 2• 

It is now a question that whether
they belong to Bodo family or
not 3, but it said that their affilia
tion with Jh~ said is a clonal view
for the establishment of the origin
truth of the community in Bengal 4.

During 1206 A. D.5• the three non
Imlian Mongloid tribes-the Koch,
the· Mech, the Tharu, inhabited
between the country Lakhnavati
and Tibet covered by the Jungles 6• 

Chatterjee has given a vivid descrip
t,i,on about tht early description of
the three non-Indian Mor,gloid
Tribes 1• • 

f 
t 
t. 
l?,, 
~ . 
' 

Hodgron 8 reports in 1849 A. D.
that H?jo founded the Kingdom.
The Koch belong to Tamulian 9 

extraction: and lived before the
Aryans came. The grandson Hajo
became Hindu He was then
named as Koch and then converted
into Rajbanshi 11• According to
Dalton 12 the appearance of the
Kochs are similar with that of non
Ary~f15; and belong to Dravidian
stock _:_a• branch of the great

• Bhuiya family,14• But Baverly has
given a differential opinion on it15,;

Hunter observed it as Hinduism 16

during fifteenth century. He notes
that the name Rajbanshi, popularly
known as "Hoyal Race" in North
Bengal, is adopted by the cultiva
tion and respectable men of Koch
being restricted to Labourers and
specially to the palanquin bearers17,

He also places the Rajbanshi under
"Semi-Hinduised Aboriginals"18

Rawany 19 describes that inter
marriages with Koch tribes and
Hindus has changed their . tradi
tional habits. The Rajbanshis
are Hinduised aboriginal tribes/".
But Maguire>' has given . maxi,
mum stress on faith which is
probably the destination of . their
origin.

According to the authors · like
O'Donnel , Dalton Risley .

Gait'!>, and Das, Hoychoudhnry
and Raha 26 though the . Ra}
banshis distain their afflliafiorr to
their tribal group, still there is a
reason that they are converted"
Kochs. Grierson 27 are i~ the
opuuon that Original Kochs were
the same as the Bodos. According
to . his opinion 28 those Kochs are
now Hindus, are principally known
under. the .name Hajbanshi, Accor
ding to O' Melly29, · the Rajbanshis•
are the offspring of Bengali woman
by Burme!!e men or gelerally

.,
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of Arakans mothers by Bengali
fathers. They also claimed as
Kshatris by descent 30• Thomp
son 31 remarks that the Rajbanshis
are the indegious people of North
Bengal. While he has criticizing
census report, he 32 remarked
that the caste no part of the census
arouse so much excitement as the
return of caste which caused a great
deal of heart burning and in some
quarters with threats of disturbance
of the peace. Porter33 has men
tioned that there are more gotras
than Kasyapin the Rajbanshis.
Gotra is said to be preceptors of
Aricestors 34• Porters 35 also
states Koch, Palis, Rajbanshi were
originally the same. Chatterjte 36

is also in the opinion of Grierson.

Sanyal 37 in his book "Rajbanshis
of North Bengal" has shown that
several other tribes and castes broke
away from their original fold and
recorded themselves as Rajbanshis.
They were a part of Jelia kaibarta,
tyor; Namasudras, Bagdis, Males,
Barua-mogs, Dhimols38 , pods 3

q

Raibha, Gara Palia, Deshi, Koch,
Mech and Kantai 40

• 

According to the earlier reports
there is some controversy in the
origin and Gotras. It can be. said
that North Bengal Koch are Known
as Rajbanshi in South Bengal.
About Gotra, a man can not marry
to the same Gotra girl. But in this
Community it is a complexity.
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RELIGIOUS CERE 
MONIES, ORDEALS 

! AND A LEGEND 
I ABOUT ORIYA 
INFILTRATION IN 
KONDH HILLS 

The Kondh believes that the
illness or disease of any member
of. his family is due to the wrath
of the Gods if such illness does not
disappear as a result of the
efforts of the village "Guru" or 
"Tlomba" or "Keota Gatanju" to
drive away the spirits which might
have cast their evil eyes on the
person ailing. The head .of the
family takes a vow that he would
perform 'Kedu' to propitiate the
Gods .and the manes of the ance
stors. This propitiation is done
after the recovery of the person
ailing. Such a vow is taken on
the advice of the Tlomba, or the
Koota Gatanju. Thus the "Kedu
Laka"· has an individualistic orgin
but is observed as a communis
tic ceremony as can be seen from
the following.

The Kedu Laka is the bufl alow
sacrifice, It is done· in the month
of Chaitra (generally the month of
March) and on the fullmoon day.

.!t so happens that there are more 
.than one such vows to be redeemed
in a village and there are many
such in the same mutha. A mutha

generally represents the habitation
of a sub-tribe (Klambu). In case
the sick person dies, the vow need"
not be redeemed but otherwise it
has to be redeemed at any o6st. 
The village Chatia (Chaukidar)
goes about the entire mutha arld
informs every village of the. inten
ded performance of the Laka. He
advises the headmen to get ready
with their buffaloes and liquor
etc. This is done about 15 daye 
before the date fixed.

On receipt of the intirnatiou
the villagers get ready with their
rice and Mohua liquor and the men
and women get ready their best
apperel. The clothes are boiled in
a solution of ash in huge big
pots. The girls give an extra polish
to their brass and aluminium orna
ments. The distillation of liquor
whether in the village or near P 

jungle stream in the thick jungle
starts and every one looks with 
anticipation to the day of the
'Laka' (Sacrifice).

On the day so fixed,, 4 or :;
young men put on fresh washed
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"L clothes and follow the "I'lomba'
{hereditary priest) who wears a
new clothes and ties another such
rO'ffnd his head as turban. The

· Tlomba is a hereditary functionary
and it is generally believed that
every Tlomba possesses super·
natural powers. The group take
their bath at any spring on their
\.Vay to the forest. They move on
with, their wet clothes in search of
the Kedu post-

The sacrificial post has to he
selected by the Tlomba. It should
be a healthy tree without any
hallow or deformity and in dia
metre. No birds should have built
their nests on it. On locating such

ca tree, the Tlomba gives 3 handful
of i·aw'Iiic~ as offering to the tree
and addresses it "O" tree be sound.
wholesome and auspicious if the
vow of so was good (meaning

~ the man who took the vow). After
this request to the tree, the Tlomba

. gives the first. stroke and the other
follow suit. The tree is felled
and a length of about 7 feet is cut
therefrom and the bark peeled
off 'lt the spot. The piece is then
sized with 4 edges. The four
companions of the Tlomba carry
the log in a bhar to the village
by about noon. The piece of wood 
is then sized by "Barsi" (Hammer
and chisel combined).

The Puja then begins. The
Tlomba gives an offering or liquor
and water to the ancestors of the
villages, of the particular family

"doiag the Puja and. then gives
some of -the offering to the hus
band and the wife. The wife of
the vower gives some cooked rice
!O the Tlomba who offers it to the
Gods -and gives a portion to the

husband and the wife to eat. The
couple would be fasting, till then.
The youths who had brought the
piece of wood eat at the vower's
house. The Tlomba · goes to his
house and serves out the cooked
rice to his wife and he eats him
self- If the Tlomba or his wife
commit any mistake in this one of
the pet animals of the Tlornha is
sure to -die. It is about sunset by
the time the Tlomba takes his food
The vower comes and fetches him
to his house where the Tlomba
sleeps for the night near the piece
of sacrificial wood.

The man who is the Tlomba
needs some describing. He is the
hereditary sorcerer of the village
and the priest and he is associated
with the possession of supernatural
powers. He is either a Kondh or
a Kondh Kumbhar and is either
of the same "Klambu" or tribe a<,
the villagers or adopted by it. He
is held. in esteeni by the villagers.
He is also the village doctor and
"Mantras" and propitiations are
the first part of the treatment.

The next morning the celebra •·
tions start in the village. Men and
women go about in the village
dancing and drinking as time
passes on (It may be remembered
that a Kondh village is generally
2 parallel rows of house with the
"Raha" road in between and the
total number of house on the
average is 15). Drinking and
eating progresses but the Tlomba,
his wife, the vower, and his wife 
remain fasting.

The girls are dressed in thei;
best with their bead necklaces
(potheka), necklaces of silve~

. : 
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rupee coins and 8 anna bits Kekoka
on the forehead (silver ornament
to run along the margin of the,
hair on the forehead) 'Balang'.
(silver solid bracelets) aluminium
'pakanga' (hair pins on the head)
and Gogoloka (anklets). Wild,
flowers deck their hair or are
thrust in the arclr of the head and
ear. The girls dance in groups
of 4 or 5, by making time with
the Gogolaka beating one against
the other, while young men with
'Khanjani' sing songs. The elders
dance, the matrons just marking
time and the middle-aged males
with a brandished Tangi or a
wooden axe mark time.

At noon the Tlomba marks a
spot in front of the vower's house
and digs a big hole. Others
present assist him. He throws
three 'handful or rice into the pit
sacrifying the pit and mentallv
requesting co-operation of the
earth God (Tana Penu) in the
successful perfor~ance of the
sacrifice. The post is carried to
the hole by the 'I'lomba and others
and is planted in the hole. Earlier
in the morning the Tlomba and
the vower go to the forest after
bath and fetch green fibre. The
planted fibre is used in tying the
sacrificial buffaloe to the post.

The Tlomba then throws rice
thrice on the head and thrice on
the back of the animal and calls
upon the spirits of the ancestors of
the vower particularly the spirit
of the particular ancestor whom he
has seen in a vision as having caused
the illness, to come and receive the
sacrifice, being offered in propi
psj_fion. He then adresses a general

prayer to the ancestors of the
tribe and enjoins them not to
cause illness to anv one in the
village. He begs "of them ""'to
safeguard the interests of the tribe,
to vouchsafe good crops. He then
gives a cut at the neck of the
animal with an axe. All the men
join in backing at the animal and
it falls · down struggling. The
people cut slices from the body of
the animal and some blood and
run to their Dharnis or places
of tribal worship in the respective
villages of the same tribe. At the
village Dharni, the village Tlomba
would be sitting expecting the
sacrificial flesh blood. On getting
it, he sprinkles rice or the.
Dharni thrice and pours the blo_od
on the Dharni.

After the sacrifice the villagers
divide the remaining portions of
the sacrificed animal and go to
their respective homes. While
food is being cooked dancing and
merry-making is kept up by the
young folk late into the night. · ,.,.

The Kedu post is left to decay
and rot.

Tribal _bf Ordeal in the Khend
Hills (1947)

Disputes are common over the
ownership of Sago plant trees.
These trees are planted by indi ·
viduals and even though they take
about 40 years to mature their origi
nal planter is often alive to drink
the juice of the tree. No one lays"
any claim in · such a case as the
planter is alive. The interval
between the planting and the
maturity of the tree is so longthat
not unusually there are several 
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•
claims to the ownership of a tree.

•• The contesting parties invite the
elders of the village near the tree
and the claimant touches the leaf
of the tree in its unopened state
and very solemnly utters the follow
ing words "It may ancestor planted
this, the wine will overflow
otherwise. it will dry up".. The
next.rnorning the elders and the

~'""'c/>titestants go to verify and if the
juice has not stopped flowing the
issue is. decided in favour of the
claimant. If the juice has not
collected in the pot overnight it is
decided that the claim was a false
or~ . 

There is nothing of an ordeal in
this arid the working of the
sub-conscious find with all the
fervour .and sirieerity: of, an honest
Adibasi probably calls forth the
soul force behind it, and this
c~uses the .flow of the juice or its
cessation. There are several ins
tances quoted of the Adibasis
supernatural powers in the mani
festation of his will power even
today. It is a current theory thata Kondh is able to transform him
self into a tiger or a python
according to his will.

There are not instances of trial
by battle although there are
quarrels between individuals which
end in murder. A form of trial by
ordeal is the "SEERU MOONJA':.
Here the two contestants . go to
particular tank or deep pool in the
bed of a stream. One such place
is jargy Bhatta (in Barakhama
~utha). Another is an Udu
Bolangir-A-third is at Dodkingia
(pusangia Mutha) yet another i§

• near G. Udayagiri. At each of
these places the, people believe

' 79 
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there are powerful deities or spirits , _ 
which assist actively in bringing the
right to light.

The contesting parties go with
the village elders to the spots, offer
Puja of raw rice and cow's milk.
The offering are given to Darma
Penu (Dharma) to sapandara and
vacendare (Moon and Sun)
Jagjapunja and K'.ukurpunja (Two
groups ,pf_ stars) as well as two
other groups of such stars known
as Asha Dadae and Mdehagadae
After these offerings the local
names of the high hills nearby
are also uttered. The remains 0f
the Puja offerings are given to the
contesting parties. The Pujari
who does the Puja cuts two trees
either Sal or Bamboo and takes
them to the water. In the water
they are planted two cubits apart
and are held by the two contestants.
The Pujari stands between the two
Saplings. ·

The Panchyatdars then ask the
contestants. "Are you bent on the
Praman" the contestant then reply
yea. The Pujari then asks. them
to dive in the water. They go into
the water and the Pujari pours

. some milk on their heads saying
'Let the innocent remain under
water long and the guilty came up 
quick'. The popular belief is that
the milk poured by the Puj ari over
the heads of the contestant finds
a way, through the intervention of

_ the deities into the nose and ears
of the guilty who is forced by
unseen powers to rise up after a
short interval. The innocent re-•
mains so long after the ; guilty
comes up that the Pujari has to
lift him up practically. Thus the
supernatural powers of the Pujari

,I/ ,
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' are believed to have invoked the
assistance of Gods in deciding
which of the contestants is in the
wrong.
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The village head or the Mutha
head. presides over such functions,
and he gives a written certificate
that the successful contestant is not
guilty. The official who presides
this is paid Rs. 5 and this payment
is known as 'Sarada Puja' Meaning
pig for the Praman.

The Panchyatdars who witness
the trial are paid Rs. 5 and the
amount is spent on a feast at which
Panchyatdars of both the parties
JOm. The description of the money
paid to the village or feudal head
indicates that originally such heads
were Adibasis and were prizing a
pig more than money. The fact
that Panchyatdars of both the
sides join at the time of Praman,
they carry no personal animosity
and abide by the decision as . one
coming with the devine aide

The secret of the Praman seems
to be quite simple. The man who
is guilty· and has no faith in his
own cause is in a way mesmerised
when the Pujari drops milk on his
head and his subconscious mind
is so much impressed that he is

_ unconsciously lifted up. It is thus
influence of the subconcious that
makes him feel as if the milk enters
his nose and ears. To their unsophi
sticated simplicity and sincerity and .
with their belief that the Gods
would intervene directly the con-

. testing Kondhs surrender themselves
to the influences of the subconsci
~ms entirely. The result is simple

. and easily explainable by modern
·• psychology.

The next trial by ordeal which _..,
was in vogue till about 30 years "
back was the Gropa Saradae as it
is called. The place of this ordeal .
was at Pusagia in Balliguda Taulk
and the patro of Pusangia ,who
worhsips the Loka Penu of the .
Khend was presiding at this cere ·
mony. People all over Balliguda
Taluk used to come for this trial
by ordeal to obtain. a oral'l .gecree
over disputes about 30 years ba~k
there was a Deputy Tahasildar, hy
name, Shri Apparao who got this 
mode of trial prohibited.

There is even now a very big Sal
lreee at Pusangia which is believed
to be the abode of the deity Loja
Penu. The contesting parties
would come to the Patro and> 
affirm before him that they would
go through jhe Sarada or Praman.
The complaint or challenger gets
one egg and about half a seer &f 
raw rice. These are offered to
Loha Penu, the Khend who is the
subordinate worshipper of Loha
Penu fetches water from the stream
nearly. A fireplace is prepared
and fire is lighted. . He gets a
small quantity of a black cow's
dung and adds it to the water. The
water boils both parties are stand
ing clos to the pot and they throw
a few grains of raw rice into the
boiling water calling upon Dharma
Penu to witness the contests and tu
adjudicate. The innocent man's 
rice goes down into the boiling
water which the rice thrown by
the wrong causes the holing
water to rise up. After this the~
man w!10 denies th'e challenge
would dip his fare arm up to llis 
elhow in the boiling water; The 
hand· is however immediately pul
led up: The challnger then dips

~\,.
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his hand in a similar manner.
After this all the people there leave
the place. The hands of the
contestants are examined the next
day by the Patro in presence of the
panchyat. The innocent man's
hand is normal while other man
has blisters on his hand. This
decides-the issue and both parties
aclept the divine judgement.

The blisters would disappear two
days and the hand would be al I
right within a week.

J{akalabaki is a place near
G. Udaygiri about 100 · yards
from .the G. Udayagiri farm. In
the bed of a Nala there huge sheep
.rocks, there are some small shrubs
nearby and there is a deep place
in the bed of the Nala about 4' in
deep. It is to this that the Kondhs
o( G. Udayagiri Taluk go for a 

. -Proman (Seeru Moonja}. It is belie
ved that underneath the stone live
two huge lizards each 8' long with
a dazzling precious stone on their
heads. They reflected to be- having large fangs and protruding
tongues •• and that whoever sees
the creatures does not live for more
than a week thereafter.

A legend aboul Odiya infiltration 
into the Baliguda agency of Gan 
Jam district 

Mahasingi is a Mutha (collection
of villages) over which there is a 
headman of a semi-feudal nature,
namely the Patra of Mahasingi.
he is .an Odiva and cl:irf'Iits.,that he
is a . Khetriya. The - following is
the legend · which describes ~.
manner in which his first ancestor
came to Mahasingi and began reign-
1ngas the overlord of that area.

.\ 
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The story is that about 25 genera
tions back the adibasis of Maha
singi Mutha prominent among
whom were the Nagbura and Kan
bura committed innumerable offen
ces and that the land was split out
of the wrath of Goddess Patkhanda
(Patkhanda means the chief sword
or the best swordjand the name of 
the deity suggests that she was wor
shipped because her sword was the
best or her power to smite was a
deadly as of the best sword. As a
result of this divine wrath that
year everything went barren, the
animals and the human being did
not bear off spring, the crops failed,
the fruit yielding trees did not
yield the fruit and even the streams
dried up. The Goddess Patkhanda
appeared in vision and dream and
conveyed to all the tribal . elders
that she was displeased with their
unclean mode of life and their
irreligious manners and was there
fore punishing them. There were
propitiations and devout offerings
to the Goddess as usual with
local people.

In reply to their prayers and
implorings to disclose the manner
in which they would again get the
things restored to them the-Goddess
in dream told that she would not
be displeased if they were to get a
man who would be able to Please
her by his clean ways of living .and
offerings and worship of the purest
form.

Then the elders implored her
again at the time worship and
sacrifice to suggest the name of the
person who would thus be able t'-d
please her. The Goddess indicated "
to them in the dreams that the:v ·
should tie a piece of black yarn to
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aw arrow and a piece of yellow
yarn to another arrow and to· shoot
these 2 arrows high into the air..
and follow them up. Where these
two arrows would· fall there would
be aman and he was to be brought
and. made their king. The leading
Kondhs who were Nagbura and
Kanbura (meaning man with hairy
ears and man with hairy nose'
carried out the instructions. Jn the
vision, shoot the arrows and ran
after them. The arrows went and
struck the ground· near a spring in
Jorasingi, at which place a man
by name Madan Singh was bathing.
The Nagbura and Kanbura pounced
upon him and carried him off
bodily to Mahasingi. There he was
given all royal honours but kept
under a sort of guard lest he might
escape and .was put to some tests
by the tribes men.

The following were the tests:-

He was shown a big chimp of
bamboos and asked to cut it. Madan
Singh did not attempt cutting over
the ground but started cutting at
the roots in such a manner that by
cutting a few of the roots, the whole
clump · toppled over being out
placed by the weight · of · bamboos
over head. This was taken by the
aborigines as a feat because it 
would have meant them a weeks'
time to do what M. Singh did . in
abouf 1 Ghadi.

The aborigines then declared him ""
to. be their chief priest though.not
kind. They. built a house fbr him,
provided lands -fm; him, gave him:
food for immediate. use arid . as~.ed
him· to make himself comfortable';.. _
He was honoured to "be the head
priest on all occasions and naturally
on account ofl:iis:prm1ess and inteli>
gence he J1;_~~,~~1'.~~~~in
tain law and order withfr~tifu:e:,
Mutha and to guide and govern the ····

.people.

He was designated Patra or
probably he-designated himself as
such and his descendant even today
continue to be the lords of Bora
khama and Mahasingi Muthas,
Th~- Kedulaka is peH'drmed'~bri ·the,_
Akhayatrutia in the month of
Baisakh. 1tY~n:itP~~y-Jx;,it)':'appears
like tribat·wJrship. of the'. names
of anscestors: •

. J

The Patras and Kondhs in . spite
of the advance of times looked ·upon
each other "as the Rulers and the
Ruled to some extent. The ~hiJf
Malik of the Mutha who is proba:"'
bly a descendant of the Naghura
and Kanbura rules the Matha in
all tribal matters and is the head
of the tribe Panchayat covering
over ::,. · numb~r.-of villagers: It is.
he wn;- invests 'the Patra ·· with'ttfli'ir0.,,.,,., 

Sadhi when he first asslime; -· the
charge of Patra and on all subse
quent years once annually.

. _ 1 
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The next test was, he was given
6 earthen plates and asked to keep
one· over . the other and then · to
urinate on the topmost.: the idea
being that if he was a real strong
a~d vorile man,· his urine would

.,appear on the -bottom-most plate.
·• M_:, ~hgh came out successful even

in this test,

The · annual · Sadhi· Investiture .
Ceremony eve~ till the recent pist7' i
was the [~mg:-,- } _ .... f 

, •. . • . ·• ..;,,~:e·"'~~'"'v-",~\
~':ha~ate' of"imrestitt1re pf?'the ,4,!'i 
Sadhi all Kondhs in the mutha go
ill a' body with : their:" re·spective
Maliks and the· Chief' Malik. Drums." 
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bfa~lm~, m.usic playing and in the
~~culia(Aress of tll,e adibasis, the
J?e>~y proceeds _ to. the headquarters
,9f/pte Patra In a procession. The
Pafra comes .out from his house
and receives them..on the
the village.

way in

.. 

,tlf;,%''" .•:tielhen led'to'a· place near
tra's house where the Sadhi

Investiiµre Ceremony takes place.
-,,'fhe · PJ:Itrn__ §~.a~ Wm~elf. a.,gd the

Chief Malik ties- a piece of new
cloth round his head repeating the

01;~:,.,,,.foHowing formula in Qui
. L~nguage :-

y1~:., "".,We were unclean, our land
i.. -<D~'.";t~~,~~-:.t""."· ~- . . 

.· went"' "barren. Patakhanda
• directed us to get Madan Stngi

.. ,.. """"'.;i,,~r,e~i(iura'S:lli.]Nfi:We" ~brQµ!th1,_,-;::;,,:-, . ..,.;,,_ ,_- .. _ --~: ,_,_ _.,., _ ,.i.~ _- ,..:c•... _-~---ir,'-,•~---•,...,••-~---""'

him and made him our chief
man.. We did not know the

• foreigner's language which he
,k,new and he was our leading
light. He managed out affairs
and looked to our well being.
We make you our chief. Com-
municate our grivances to the

• Sarkar andrtell us the orders
of the Sarkar. · Look to our
welfare as you would look to
your children and take

· ·•·v ·. . - .mamoo· 1· 'from us"• "'";•,~-b'"'-:'.- . s . . 
::~7<?\:iE7~1-:~.

plays the other false he would
punished by death preceded
vomiting blood. ·

It is seen from this legend that ·
originally the Kondhs alone were the
inhabitants of the Mal areas of
Ganjam, The Nagbura and Kan
bura might be ,suggestive of a specis
of wild men who had hairy faces,
It may.,be that the illusion is to the
ape man. Whatever. it is, it is
clear that the adibasis felt. the need
of. _having a 1111,m intelligence a'>
their leader· and went to the extent
ofkidnapping one such..

Afte; · thitce,r_emony · the Patra
giyes them a goat arid some rations

,,.,.,,,~,a11cl the aborigines go to the nearest -
spring to have a feast. As 'the time
pf this Investitute Ceremony each

,,:, - Malik pays Re. 1/- as Bheti to the

i\~~tl~~~a.. .
- , " ,, , !~~,pr!ated by;;~c~remony

i_s so strtJ;J,g~~
mt';:~atra's· s;~c!;~-·have the sanction ,..
of lhe law in his. area and the
-mutual. belief is that if any party

The story of Patkhanda of beast
sword indicates that once upon a
ti!lle_,the adibasis felt that their
tribal Gods were inefficient and that
there was a Goddess as powerful as
the best sword who was able to
bring natural calamities in the wake
of her wrath. Both the words Pat
a:nd Khanda are Oriya terms and
therefore, it suggests that the abori
gines who did not know the use of
Khanda had by then felt the weight
of the sword. This may mean that
they, were subject to any invasion
and were controlled by Oriya
chiefs on the bards areas.

The story about the tests of the
process of a man are common in all
ancient countries. The superior
man was to be the leader and he
who was superior in possession was
to be found out so as to be
the defender of the country
in time of needs. The tests
are rather peculiar but probably at
the adibasi level about 25 genera
tions back this was the best th~t \..
could be conceived. The m~n-er v,

in which the Oriyas_ were broug)it
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-;;;:::~-~-~ S:ih;,; . the· Kondh land as the chief
~ ~ ~ ;;;.::'t'i . . • ~- - 

· ·,,.,:priest and ultimately became the
~ ~;,;. =Patra is very suggestive. The word ---_ :rt. ,'~t.r~ is a Odiya term and it stands

t
3 

· '' ''i:or the Chief Executive Officer of a
King. This word in Kui Language
is Patrenju, and the · . use of this
word by the aborigines 25· genera
tions ago suggests that there were
Oriya kings in the neighbourhood.
who had Chief Executive Officers.

- The . aborigines _ who were then
probably confined entirely· to the

· hills never saw a kind of a neigh
bouring di:iya country but only saw

• his Patra or felt his Patrs's weight
of arms.

.. _Mahasingi or his s_ubsquen_fJ:;c~n~ -~,~---~ --
. . ., . . _... . . ' 

dants -~i1file to be'~the - Pat~jJJ a~O - -/ · \
the form'1i,l~-- repeated at. the ti~... - \ '
of Sadhi' investiihJ,e suggests __ that \"" • 1: .
his help as Liaisoif;i;Q_fficer betw:~, ;.,•\
the Britishforces and !he aiborigin:is _,,~)\

1 

was of more recent origin. . _ -~ 1 

The term,-.~~,Ql~Qs f_?r _,an .~:~•;!:~) 
awbwab and is degenef'ir-;~-~- · 11\<r. 
friendly good will offerings
compulsory in Jhj:J. p_resent day. '*~ .
They .probably _ meantgood< W'i:f-4,~" ,.
acts, such as tilling the land of the · · · ·~
Patra, repairing his house gtving. ··'""""" lo~
his some rice, etc.,1o do ceremoniafs · .. -·•--~

· and such other things _ which are . j
now being.looked upon as legal .iiiJ 
dues by the, .gesc~n~~~Mt!. j
Patras. The State of Orissa "<lec~--.i-t,.,,,,_,"; 1;i 

·l!J
<led to <Jo aw~! \tjth ~.•~~~~ •""~
·,-~~;_~f;Jk~Z''~•~' 

t. ·- 

From the post of chief . pariest
Madan · Singh, the first- Patra of

, . 

ii . l 
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